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ABSTRACT

SUJIYANA S 890908128, 2008. Implementing Group Presentation Using
PowerPoint (GPPPt) to Improve the Students’ Speaking Competence (A
Classroom Action Research at the Tenth Grade (X-C), the Second Semester
Students of SMA Negeri 1 Ngawi in 2009/2010 Academic Year). A Thesis: English
Education Department, Graduate School, Sebelas Maret University, 2010.

The objectives of this research are to: (1) identify whether or not and to
what extent the use of “GPPPt” is able to improve the students’ speaking
competence; and (2) describe the situations when GPPPt is being applied in the
speaking class. In this research, the problem refers to the learning English,
especially their speaking competence which is still low.

The research methodology applied in this research is action research
with two cycles in which each cycle starts from planning, acting, observing, and
reflecting. The data collected are the qualitative data and the quantitative data.
The qualitative data are collected from observation, interview, questionnaire, and
document. The quantitative data are collected from the pre test in pre research and
the post test in Cycle 1 and Cycle 2. The qualitative data are analyzed by Constant
Comparative Method and the quantitative data are analyzed by descriptive
statistics.

The implementation of GPPPt has succeeded in improving and enhancing
the students’ English speaking competence. It could be seen from these indicators:
1) it is able to: (a) help the students to express their mind and ideas quickly; (b)
help the students make sentence(s) fluently; (c) improve the students’
pronunciation to be relatively accepted; (d) influence the students to use correct
grammar to make sentence(s); and (e) increase the students’ achievement in
speaking evaluation;  and 2) it enables to: (a) reduce the students’ temptation to
have a chat with their desk mates; (b) respond the teacher’s questions actively; (c)
influence the students to avoid doing non academic activities; and (d) motivate the
students to use either their dictionaries or grammar books in English class.

Besides, from the collected data, the students had obtained better score
from Cycle 1 to Cycle 2. For instance, the mean of pre test score of the pre
research was 66.76, while the mean of the post test score in Cycle 1 was 74.00 and
that of Cycle 2 was 77.64.

That the implementation of GPPPt has succeeded in improving and
enhancing the students’ English speaking competence, I would like to propose
some suggestions for the English teachers, especially those who teach in senior
high school to: (1) apply GPPPt to conduct the teaching learning process in the
speaking class; (2) improve their acquisition of knowledge about GPPPt; and (3)
provide more chance for the students to practice their English orally through
GPPPt.
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MOTTO

I can encourage learning, I can give some opportunity for learning, but the
learning is the pupil's and not the teacher's.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study

English is a means of oral and written communication. To communicate is

to comprehend and express information, mind and feeling. It develops science,

technology and culture as well. While communicative competence is competence

to discourse i.e. to comprehend or produce either oral or written text performed in

four language skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing. The four skills are

used to respond or create discourse in society intercourse. Therefore, English

lesson aims at developing those skills to provide the graduate with the

competency to communicate and discourse in English at a certain level of literacy

(BSNP, Standar Kompetensi dan Kompetensi Dasar, Mata Pelajaran Bahasa

Inggris, Sekolah Menengah Atas, 2006: p. 1).

The level of the English acquisition literacy covers performative,

functional, informational and epistemic. At the level of performative, people are

able to read, write, listen and speak by using determined symbols. At the level of

functional, people are able to use language to meet their daily needs, such as

reading newspaper, manual or direction. At the level of informational, people are

able to access knowledge by using language competence. While at the level of

epistemic, people are able to express knowledge into target language (Wells,

1987: pp. 110-111).
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The target of learning English for the students of Senior high School is to

achieve the informational level, because they are prepared to continue their study

to university or college (BSNP, Standar Kompetensi dan Kompetensi Dasar, Mata

Pelajaran Bahasa Inggris, Sekolah Menengah Atas, 2006: p. 1).

The objectives of learning English at Senior High School are to enable the

students to have these following skills: (1) to develop oral and written

communicative competence to reach the level of functional literacy; (2) to have

awareness of the essence and role of English language to improve our nation

competitive power at global society; and (3) to develop the students’

comprehension on the relationship between language and the culture (BSNP,

Standar Kompetensi dan Kompetensi Dasar, Mata Pelajaran Bahasa Inggris,

Sekolah Menengah Atas, 2006: p. 2).

In reality, the competence of the X-C students of SMA Negeri 1 Ngawi to

speak English is relatively low. Based on the result of the pre-test, the students’

achievement in speaking evaluation is mostly lower than the minimum standard of

school benchmark (SKM = 75.00), while the students’ mean of the pre-test score

is 66.76. This can be seen from these following facts: (1) the students cannot

make sentence(s) fluently; (2) The students cannot use appropriate vocabulary; (3)

the students’ pronunciation is not relatively accepted; (4) the students cannot use

correct grammar to make sentence(s); and (5) the students cannot use appropriate

words or concepts for the knowledge and experience of a general audience.

Besides the five factors above, during the learning activities the students

tend to do these followings too: (1) talking with their desk mates; (2) not
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responding the teacher’s questions actively; (3) doing non academic activities

(such as drawing, scratching, playing cellular phones or day dreaming); and (4)

not using the  available teaching aids.

Based on the early study, it is found that the improper conditions

mentioned above are caused by these following factors: (1) the students cannot

make sentence(s) quickly; (2) the students are relatively poor in vocabularies

acquisition; (3) the students cannot pronounce the word(s) correctly; (4) the

students’ mastery in grammar is low; (5) the students’ mastery in words or

concepts for the knowledge and experience is low; and (6) the teacher does not

use either attractive teaching techniques or media.

Related to the problems found in the class, I have a very strong stand that

the old learning technique has some weaknesses. When the technique is being

applied in class, it does not: (1) enhance the students’ fluency in speaking English;

(2) improve the students’ vocabularies acquisition; (3) provide adequate chance to

the students to practice pronunciation; (4) improve the students’ mastery in

grammar; (5) improve the students’ mastery in words or concepts for the

knowledge and experience; and (6) motivate the students to join the learning

activities. While GPPPt technique is highly likely to be able to increase the

students’ speaking achievement, because it is predicted to be able to: (1) facilitate

the students to express ideas quickly; (2) facilitate the students to improve their

vocabularies acquisition; (3) help the students to pronounce the word(s) correctly;

(4) encourage the students to improve’ their mastery in grammar; and (5) improve

the students’ mastery in words or concepts for the knowledge and experience.
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Besides the five factors above, I also have a very strong assumption that

when GPPPt is being used, during the learning activities the students tend to: (1)

keep paying attention to the learning activities; (2) answer either the presenters’ or

teacher’s questions quickly; (3) do academic activities actively; and (4) to

motivate the students to use the available teaching aids.

Considering the positive impacts of the GPPPt which provides more

chance to the students to be involved in oral communication, I have a strong

expectation that it will surely be able to improve the students’ speaking

competence.

B. Problem Statement

Based on the background of the study, the writer would like to know

whether the use of “Group Presentation Using Power Point” in teaching speaking

skills is able to improve the students’ English speaking competence.   The

problems to be discussed in this research are:

1. Does and to what extent the use of GPPPt improve the students’ English

speaking competence?

2. What are the situations when GPPPt is being used in speaking class?

C. The Objectives of the Research

Based on the background of the study and the problem statement above,

this research has two main objectives:
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1. To identify whether and to what extent the use of  “GPPPt” is able

to improve the students’ speaking competence

2. to describe the situations when GPPPt is being applied in speaking

class.

D. The Benefits of the Research

The result of the research is expected to be able to give some benefits as

follows:

1. for students

It can serve them the more interesting and comforting situation inside

the classroom in order that they are more interested to join the learning

activities. By carrying out GPPPt in front of the class, it will be easier

for them to develop their English speaking competence and they are

expected to be able to improve their English achievement especially in

English speaking skills.

2. for English teachers

To give description and examples of how to select and use the teaching

technique in teaching English speaking skills effectively to the students

which should be suited to their characteristics and the development of

information and technology. Besides, it can lead them how to create an

active, creative, innovative, effective, interesting and comforting

atmosphere in the classroom so that the students do not feel bored to
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join their learning activities. In addition, it is strongly expected to be

able to motivate the students to to join the academic activities.

3. for the readers

It will be possibly used as the reference for those who want to conduct

a research in English teaching process, especially in improving the

students’ English speaking competence. At least, it can be used as an

input in English teaching and learning process.

4. for the policy makers

It can utilize the result of the study to improve the development of

learning achievement especially in Ngawi regency and generally in

Indonesia.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter consists of the following sections; the theoretical description,

rationale, and action hypothesis. The theoretical description consists of the

explanation of speaking competence, GPPPt, teaching speaking applying GPPPt

and research related to GPPPt. The elaboration of this section can be described as

follows:

A. Speaking Competence

1. The Meaning of Speaking Competence

What is actually meant by speaking competence? In this research the

writer combine any definitions from some experts. From their definitions or

statements I summarize and conclude them. These followings are what they state

about speaking competence.

Of all languages, speaking competence plays crucial roles in learning and

understanding the language. The term of speaking has two meanings; firstly, it

refers to the manner in which language is manifested; secondly, it refers to the

manner in which language is realized as communication (Widdowson, 1978: p.

58).

Motivation is really needed to acquire of speaking skill of a language

(Finochiaro, 1976: p. 38). Students come to the study of a foreign language in

high school with strong conviction that language is “a mean of communication”.
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Students who are able to speak the language feel great sense of satisfaction and

their attitude toward language learning is more enthusiastic.

Talking about speaking skill, it is necessary to understand that there is

much in common between the receptive skill of listening and reading, and the

productive skill of speaking and writing. There are controlled, guided and free

phrases of production in both oral and written works. It is particularly important,

therefore, that this stage of controlled, guided and free practice should always be

seen in relation to the functional use to which the students must put his oral

fluency. Students are prepared for actual communication with others (Broughton,

1978: p. 45).

Students who are trained to speak should recognize two basic language

functions. They are transactional function, which is primarily concerned with the

transfer of information and the interactional function, in which primary propose of

speech is the maintenance of social relationship (Nunan, 1989: p. 23).

Meanwhile, the meaning of competence according to Chomsky in

Brumfit and Johnson (1998: p. 13) is “the speaker hearers knowledge of his

language. It is seen as overall underlying linguistic knowledge and ability thus

included concepts of appropriateness and acceptability. The study of competence

will inevitably entail consideration of such variables as attitude, motivation and a

number of sociocultural factors. While in English curriculum 2004 for SMA on

specific guidelines for the syllabus and assessing improvement (Departemen

Pendidikan Nasional, 2003:p.31), it is stated that competence is defined as

knowledge, skill, behavior and values which accustom to be applied in habitual
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thought and action. Then according to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary  by

Hornby, competence is being able to do something well.

Based on the above definitions, it can be concluded that speaking

competence means an ability to express or communicate opinions, thought and

ideas orally, either transactional or interpersonal communication.

2. The Existence of Speaking in ELT

As an English teacher, I recognize that speaking is more than simply

producing orally the planned language produced in writing. For the most part, I

don't teach speaking as a distinct skill as I develop my first language skills, unlike

reading, writing, and listening.

Ur (1999: p. 120) states that of  all the four language skills (listening,
speaking, reading and writing), speaking seems intuitively the most
important: people who know a language are referred to as “speakers” of
that language, as if speaking included all kinds of knowing and many if
not most foreign language learners are primarily interested in learning to
speak. Meanwhile the classroom activities that develop learners ability to
express themselves trough speech would therefore seem an important
component of a language course.

Meanwhile, Hughes (2002: p. 6) states that one of the central difficulties

inherent in the study of speaking is that it overlaps with a considerable number of

other areas and activities. For instance, how far is the structure of a conversation

culturally determined? How far is the grammar of speech different from other

sorts of grammar? What are the critical factors in the stream of speech which

make it intelligible? It should be able to carve out a niche for speaking in it owns

whilst breaking it down into three distinct areas the global or discourse level, the

structural level and the level of speech production. These three areas broadly
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relate to fairly stable areas of activity in linguistics of discourse, lexis and

grammar and phonology/phonetics and map on to and overlap with, other treads

of study in theoretical and applied linguistics.

Furthermore, he says that teaching speaking is not easily separated from

other objectives. A further complicating factor is that when the spoken language is

the focus of classroom activity there are often other aims which the teacher might

have for instance, helping the student to gain awareness of or to practice some

aspect of linguistic knowledge (whether a grammatical rule, or application of a

phonemic regality to which they have been introduced), or to develop production

skills (for example rhythm, intonation or vowel to vowel linking), or to raise

awareness of some socio linguistic or pragmatic point (for instance how to

interrupt politely, respond to a compliment appropriately, or show that one has

understood).

Meanwhile, a key question to ask, therefore, is whether a teacher is

engaged in “teaching the spoken form of a language” or “teaching a language

trough speaking”. This distinction is important although it may seem trivial at first

sight. Spoken forms of language have been under researched whether at the level

of grammar or in a broader genre based studies. Whereas a teacher or material

writer may feel some confidence in dealing with stable written forms and genres

the assay, the business letter, the laboratory report and have some feel for the

language appropriate to newer discourses such as email the notion of how spoken

genres are structured and what forms are most typical of them is difficult to

establish.
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The target or the goal of language teaching is that the students become

communicatively competence in target language as capability of  using language

well. Richard and Roger (1986: p. 66) state that Communicative Language

Teaching is an approach that aims to create communicative competence and

develop procedure for the teaching of the four language skills (listening, speaking,

reading and writing) that acknowledge the interdependence of language and

communicative activities.

To develop communicative competence the teacher is suggested to use

Communicative Language Teaching (Chomsky, 1965: p. 3), while Douglas (1997:

p. 247) says that CLT is used to create communicative competence as the object

and to develop some procedures for teaching the four basic skills (listening,

speaking, reading and writing) function as the foundation to master English. The

students are engaged to use the language they learn through communicative

activities.

From a communicative, pragmatic view of the language classroom,

listening and speaking are closely intertwined. More often than not, ESL curricula

that treat oral communication skills will simply be labeled as

“Listening/Speaking” course. The interaction between these two modes of

performance applies especially strongly to conversation, the most popular

discourse category in the profession.

To most people, mastering the art of speaking is the single most important

aspect of learning a second foreign language, and success is measured in terms of

ability to carry out a conversation in the language. One of the big questions in any
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second language teachers’ need is “how do we develop our students’ speaking

skill?” This is problem, according to Stevick (1967: p. 23) is due to the gap

between linguistic expertise and teaching methodology.

Meanwhile, one of the four language skills being existed in an English

language teaching is speaking. Therefore, speaking competence has the same

importance as the other language skills such as listening, reading and writing. All

of them must be able to be achieved by the students in learning English. In this

case, speaking is very needed by both students themselves and moreover the

teacher in teaching learning process.

3. Micro and Macro Skills of Speaking

According to Brown a list of speaking skills can be drawn up for the

purpose to serve as a taxonomy of skills from which we will select one or several

that will become the objective (s) of an assessment task. The micro skills refer to

producing the smaller chunks of language such as phonemes, morphemes, words,

collocation and phrasal units. The macro skills imply the speakers focus on the

large elements, fluency, discourse, function, style, cohesion, nonverbal

communication and strategic option. The micro and macro skills total roughly 16

objectives to assess in speaking are described as follows:

a. Micro skills

It covers these following elements:

1) Producing difference among English phonemes and allophonic variant.

2) Producing chunks of language of different length.
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3) Producing English stress patterns, words in stressed and unstressed

positions, rhythmic structure and intonation contours.

4) Producing reduced forms of words and phrases.

5) Using an adequate number of lexical units (words) to accomplish

pragmatic purpose.

6) Producing fluent speech at different rates of delivery.

7) Monitoring ones own oral production and use various strategic devices

pauses, fillers, self corrections, backtracking to enhance the clarity of the

massage.

8) Using grammatical word classes (nouns, verbs, etc), systems (e.g. tense

agreement, pluralization), word order, pattern, rules and elliptical forms.

9) Producing speech in natural constituents, in appropriate phrases, pause

groups, breathe groups and sentence constituents.

10) Expressing a particular meaning in different grammatical form.

11) Using cohesive devices in spoken discourse.

b. Macro skills

It covers these following elements:

1) Accomplishing appropriately communicative function according to

situations, participants and goals.

2) Using appropriate styles, registers, implicative, redundancies, pragmatic

conversations, conversation rules, floor keeping and yielding, interrupting

and other sociolinguistic features in face to face conversation.
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3) Conveying links and connections between events and communicate such

relations as focal and peripheral ideas, events and feelings, new

information and given information, generalization and exemplification.

4) Conveying facial features, kinesics, body language and other nonverbal

cues along with verbal language.

5) Developing and use a battery of speaking strategies, such as emphasizing

key words, rephrasing, providing a context for interpreting the meaning of

words, appealing for help, and accurately assessing how well your

interlocutor is understanding you.

It is considered that in designing tasks for assessing spoken language,

these skills can act as a checklist of objective. While the macro skills have the

appearance of being more complex than the micro skills, both contain level of

difficulty, depending on the stage and context of the test taker.

4. Factors Influencing the Students’ Speaking Skill

There are some influential factors in developing the speaking skill. The

factors that influence the speaking skill of the students are interest, motivation and

environment. As for the explanation of each factor are as follows.

The first one is the students’ interest. The students’ interest to study and

practice the speaking skill is an important factor. By having strong interest, the

learners will try to give a great attention to improve their speaking. They will

manage some activities that enable to increase skill. Besides the desire to learn is

strengthened (Alexander, 1976: p. 17).
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Related to the opinion above, it is necessary to know that one of the

causes of the failure in teaching English at school is that the teacher still teaches

with the routine activities without considering that it will make the students bored,

and lost their attention to the teaching and learning process. As the result, the

students will not be able to catch the lesson easily because of their lost interest and

participation as stated by Douglas “Routine activities in learning can make the

students bored. As the result, their motivation and participation in learning will

decrease”. (1987: p. 48).

Here, interest becomes a crucial factor in deciding on classroom practice

for teaching the students. So, the teacher should apply the suitable teaching

technique which will be able to increase the students’ interest to the learning

process in the classroom. The technique used by the teacher in speaking class

should be able to create an interesting atmosphere so that the students will be able

to be comfortable, enthusiastic, excited and interested in joining the teaching

learning activity.

The second one is the students’ motivation. Ur (1999) states that various

studies have found, that motivation is very strongly related to achievement in

language learning. The abstract term “motivation” on its own is rather difficult to

define. It is easier and more useful to think in terms of the motivated learner one

who is willing or even eager to invest effort in learning activities and to progress.

Learner motivation makes teaching and learning immeasurably easier and more

pleasant, as well as more productive (p. 274).
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Furthermore, Ur says that the authors of a classic study of successful

learning came to the conclusion that the most successful learners are not

necessarily those to whom a language comes very easily, they are those who

display certain typical characteristics, most of them clearly associated with

motivation. Some of these are first; the learner has positive task orientation.

He/she is willing to tackle tasks and challenges and has confidence in his or her

success. Second, the learner has ago involvement. He/she finds it important to

succeed in learning in order to maintain and promote his or her own (positive) self

image. Then, the learner also has need for achievement. He/she has a need to

achieve, to overcome difficulties and succeed in what he or she sets out to do.

Next, the learner has high aspiration. He/she is ambitious, goes for demanding

challenges, high proficiency, top grade. Fifth, the learner has goal orientation.

He/she very aware of the goals of learning, or of specific learning activities, and

directs his or her efforts towards achieving them. While the sixth, the learner has

perseverance. He/she consistently invest a high level of effort in learning, and is

not discouraged by setbacks or apparent lack of progress. Lastly, the learner has

tolerance ambiguity. He she is not disturbed or frustrated by situation involving a

temporary lack of understanding or confusion. He/she can live with these

patiently, in the confidence that understandings will come later (p. 275).

Then the third one is the students’ environment. Environment is an

important factor in gaining the speaking skill. One of the reasons for his failure to

earn or maintain his second language, there is no contact between learners and the

community in which the language is spoken. The components of this factor can be
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home environment, school environment, community environment, etc.

Based on the statement above, I can conclude that the successful student

depends on their interest, motivation, and environment surrounding them. It

means that the students should motivate themselves to achieve English, although

there are extrinsic factors influencing, their study. However, the intrinsic interest

arid motivation has stronger influence than extrinsic ones.

5. Assessing Speaking Skills

To identify how competent the students are, the teachers need to do

assessment. The assessment itself must be accurately designed. Here the teachers

measure the students’ competence by using the correct instrument. To get the

accurate and objective assessment I recorded the oral test to see the change and

improvement of the students’ speaking competence, especially for the aspect of

fluency to compare the numbers of pause or fillers which the students make in the

pre-test, Post-test 1 and Post-test 2.

It is stated by Rubin and Mead, (1984) that identifying an appropriate

instrument depends upon the purpose for assessment and the availability of

existing instruments. If the purpose is to assess a specific set of skills -- for

instance, diagnosing strengths and weaknesses or assessing mastery of an

objective - the test should match those skills. If appropriate tests are not available,

it makes sense to design an assessment instrument to reflect specific needs. If the

purpose is to assess communication broadly, as in evaluating a new program or

assessing district goals, the test should measure progress over time and, if
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possible, describe that progress in terms of external norms, such as national or

state norms. In this case, it is useful to seek out a pertinent test that has undergone

careful development, validation, and norm, even if it does not exactly match the

local program.

Several reviews of oral communication tests are available (Rubin and

Mead 1984). The Speech Communication Association has compiled a set of

Resources for Assessment in Communication, which includes standards for

effective oral communication programs, criteria for evaluating instruments,

procedures for assessing speaking and listening, an annotated bibliography, and a

list of consultants.

Furthermore it is also stated that the method used for assessing oral

communication skills depends on the purpose of the assessment. A method that is

appropriate for giving feedback to students who are learning a new skill is not

appropriate for evaluating students at the end of a course. However, any

assessment method should adhere to the measurement principles of reliability,

validity, and fairness. The instrument must be accurate and consistent, it must

represent the abilities we wish to measure, and it must operate in the same way

with a wide range of students.

In that journal Rubin and Mead (1984) also state that there are two

methods which are used for assessing speaking skills. In the observational

approach, the student's behavior is observed and assessed unobtrusively. In the

structured approach, the student is asked to perform one or more specific oral

communication tasks. His or her performance on the task is then evaluated. The
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task can be administered in a one-on-one setting - with the test administrator and

one student - or in a group or class setting. In either setting, students should feel

that they are communicating meaningful content to a real audience. Tasks should

focus on topics that all students can easily talk about, or, if they do not include

such a focus, students should be given an opportunity to collect information on the

topic. Both observational and structured approaches use a variety of rating

systems. A holistic rating captures a general impression of the student's

performance. A primary trait score assesses the student's ability to achieve a

specific communication purpose - for example, to persuade the listener to adopt a

certain point of view. Analytic scales capture the student's performance on various

aspects of communication, such as delivery, organization, content, and language.

Rating systems may describe varying degrees of competence along a scale or may

indicate the presence or absence of a characteristic.

A major aspect of any rating system is rater objectivity: Is the rater

applying the scoring criteria accurately and consistently to all students across

time? The reliability of raters should be established during their training and

checked during administration or scoring of the assessment. If ratings are made on

the spot, two raters will be required for some administrations. If ratings are

recorded for later scoring, double scoring will be needed.

6. Testing Speaking

Speaking is a productive skill that can be directly and empirically

observed. Those observations are invariably colored by the accuracy and

effectiveness of a test taker. Luoma (2005: 1) states that speaking skills are an
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important part of the curriculum in language teaching, and this makes them an

important object of assessment as well. Assessing speaking is challenging,

however, because there are so many factors that influence our impression of how

well someone can speak a language, and because we expect test scores to be

accurate and appropriate for our purpose. In this section, it will be presented micro

and macro-skills. Indicators of speaking competence. and scoring rubric. They are

as follows:

a. The Indicators of Speaking Competence

To see whether a student is competent or not, it can be viewed from some

indicators. Brown (2004: pp. 141-142) says that the one can be called have

speaking competence if he/she has these following competences: firstly, he/she is

able to imitate a word or phrase or possibly a sentence (Imitative ability);

secondly, he/she is able to produce short stretches of oral language designed to

demonstrate competence in a narrow band of grammatical, phrasal, lexical, or

phonological relationship (such as prosodic elements-intonation, stress, rhythm,

juncture) (Intensive ability); and thirdly, he/she is able to respond a very short

conversation, standard greetings and small talk, simple requests and comments

and the like (responsive ability). Fourthly, he/she is able to take the two forms of

either transactional language which has the purpose of exchanging specific

information, or interpersonal exchanges which have the purpose of maintaining

social relationships (Interactive ability). Fifthly or the last if he/she is able to

develop (monologue) oral production including speeches, oral presentations and
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storytelling, during which the opportunity for oral interaction from listeners is

either highly limited or ruled out together (extensive ability).

Meanwhile, in his book Ur (1996: 120) states that the characteristic of a

successful speaking activity are as follows. Firstly, learners talk a lot. As much as

possible of the period of time allotted to the activity is in fact occupied by learners

talk. This may seem obvious, but often most time is taken up with teacher talk or

pauses. Secondly, participation is even. Classroom discussion is not determined

by a minority of talkative participants, all get chance to speak and contributions

are fairly evenly distributed. And thirdly, motivation is high, learners are eager to

speak, because they are interested in the topic and have something new to say

about it, or because they want to contribute to achieving a task objective. And the

last, language is of an acceptable level. Learners express themselves in utterances

that are relevant, easily comprehensible to each other, and of an acceptable level

of language accuracy.

From the statements above, it can be concluded that students own a

certain language speaking competence if they can produce oral language to

participate in any kind of activity. They can also respond the other ones speaking

to maintain their social relationship. Besides, their language is acceptable and

easily comprehensible at the level of language accuracy.

b. The Categories of Speaking Ability

Besides the indicators of speaking competence, there are also some

categories to assess the students' speaking ability. Thornburg (2005: 127)
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proposes four categories which are used to test speaking: grammar and

vocabulary, discourse management, pronunciation, and interactive

communication. They are described in the following terms:

1) Grammar and Vocabulary: on this scale, the students are awarded marks for the

accurate and appropriate use of syntactic forms and vocabulary in order to meet

the task requirements at each level. The range and appropriate vocabulary are

also assessed here.

2) Discourse Management: on this scale, examiners are looking for evidence of

the students' ability to express ideas and opinions in coherent and connected

speech. In this term, the learners must be able to construct sentences and

produce utterances in order to convey information and to express or justify

opinions.

3) Pronunciation: this term refers to the students' ability to produce

comprehensible utterances to fulfill the task requirements. It refers to the

production of individual sounds, the appropriate linking, of words, and the use

of stress and intonation to convey the intended meaning.

4) Interactive Communication: this term refers to the students' ability to interact

with the interlocutor and the other students by initiating and responding

appropriately and at the required speed and rhythm to fulfill the task

requirement. It includes the ability to use functional language and strategies to

maintain or repair interaction.

Based on the descriptions of speaking stated by some experts, the

construct can be formulated that speaking is an active interaction between speaker
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and listener. It involves thought or opinion through two types of oral language:

monologue and dialogue. The speakers must be able to produce fluent speech at

different rates of delivery and appropriate and variant vocabulary. Besides, they

must also be able to use accepted pronunciation, grammatical rules, and

communicate their opinions well.

c. The Scoring Rubric

To get the objective assessment, I use this following scoring scales which

are appropriate for Senior High School students. The learners are tested on

fluency, vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation, and content. They may get a

maximum of twenty points from each of these five aspects. The total score will be

one hundred. It is obtained from the maximum point of each aspect, multiplied by

five, then that sub total is multiplied again by five (4 X 5 X 5 = 100). The scale

score of testing speaking can be seen in table 2.1.

Table 2.1. Individual Speaking Assessment Criteria

No. Aspect Scale Score
Max
Score

1 Fluency 1. Speaks fluently.
2. Speaks with near native-like fluency. Any hesitations do

not interfere with ommunication.
3. Speaks with occasional hesitation.
4. Speaks hesitantly because of rephrasing and searching

for words.

4
3

2
1

4

2 Vocabu
lary

1. Uses extensive vocabulary but may lag behind native
speaking peers in vocabulary development.

2. Uses varied vocabulary.
3. Uses adequate vocabulary. Some word usage

irregularities.
4. Uses limited vocabulary.

4

3
2

1

4

3 Pronun
cia

1. The pronunciation is very clear.
2. The pronunciation is clear.
3. The pronunciation is unclear.

4
3
2

4
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tion 4. The pronunciation is so unclear that you cannot
understand most of the message.

1

4 Gram
mar

1. The speaker makes very few grammatical mistakes.
2. The speaker makes few grammatical mistakes.
3. The speaker makes many grammatical mistakes.
4. The grammar and vocabulary are so poor that we cannot

understand most of the message.

4
3
2
1

4

5 Content 1. The content is superior in meeting the requirements of
the  task

2. The speaker uses words and concepts which are
appropriate for the knowledge and experience of a
general audicne.

3. The speaker uses words and concepts which are
inappropriate for the knowledge and experiences of the
listener

4. The speaker focuses primarily on irrelevant content,
appears to ignore the listener and the situation.

4

3

2

1

4

Total of the max score 20

Source: Massachusetts Department of Education Assessment of Basic Skills, Speaking
Assessment Rating Guide

B. Group Presentation Using PowerPoint (GPPPt)

1. Definition of GPPPt

Presentation carried out by an individual is different from that of done by

group. Individual presentation is performed individually by a single person in

charge of it. Otherwise, group is not just the opposite of it. This can be identified

from the definition of group itself.

In choosing and deciding the original name of this technique, I derive the

term of group presentation using PowerPoint from some reliable sources of

definitions. In this case I explain what are group, presentation and PowerPoint.

And finally hat is really meant by Group Presentation Using PowerPoint. To

support the statement above, I present the related derivational definition as

follows:
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a. What is group? Based on the definition found in Cambridge Advanced

Learner’s Dictionary, 3rd Edition (Cambridge University Press, 2008: version 3.0),

group means a number of people or things that are put together or considered as a

unit.

It is stated in www.businessdictionary.com/definition/group.html, that

group means collection of individuals who have regular contact and frequent

interaction, mutual influence, common feeling of camaraderie, and who work

together to achieve a common set of goals. Meanwhile, Collins English Dictionary

(Complete and Unabridged 6th Edition: 2003) defines group as a number of

persons or things considered as a collective unit. Furthermore, according to

wiki.answers.com, group means any number of entities (members) considered as a

unit.

b. What is presentation? It is defined by http: //en.wikipedia.org/wiki that

presentation means the practice of showing and explaining the content of a topic

to an audience or learner (last modified on 17 October 2009 at 00:37).

Furthermore, according to Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, 3rd Edition

(Cambridge University Press, 2008: version 3.0), presentation means a talk giving

information about something.

c. What is group presentation? Based on the definitions above, it can be

summarized that group presentation means the practice of showing and explaining

the content of a topic to an audience or learner done by any number of entities

(members) considered as a unit. It presents tremendous opportunities to create

something much greater than an individual can normally do. It is always easier
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and quicker to do things on our own, but most of us will be more effective as part

of a team that combines the knowledge and talents of several people.

d. What is PowerPoint (PPt)? There are several definitions of PowerPoint.

Fisher (2003: 1) defines that PPt is a type of presentation software that allows one

to show colored text and images with animation and sound. And the other

definition found in the TESL Journal, Tuffle (2006: 1) is that PPt is a complete

presentation graphics package which gives everything to produce professional-

looking presentation. Then Kisito (2006: 2) defines PPt as  a software bundled in

MS office and used for creating presentations usually in the form of slideshows.

Based on the definition above, the researcher concludes that PPt is one of

the presentation software producing professional-looking presentation such as

colored texts, graphic packages, sound and animation in the form of slideshows.

e. What is PowerPoint presentation? Considering the meaning of PPt and

presentation above, it can be summarized that PPt presentation means the practice

of showing and explaining the content of a topic to an audience or learner by

using a type of presentation software (Microsoft PowerPoint software) that allows

one to show colored text and images with animation and sound.

f. What is Group Presentation Using PowerPoint (GPPPt)? Combined from

the previous separated definitions above, It can finally be reiterated that GPPPt is

the practice of showing and explaining the content of a topic to an audience or

learner performed by any number of entities (members) considered as a team

using PowerPoint presentations software which produce professional-looking

presentations such as colored texts, graphic packages, sound, animations in the
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form of slideshows which presents tremendous opportunities to create something

much greater than an individual can normally do.

The definition of GPPPt above shows how important the role of modern

technology to improve the achievement of the education, especially to contribute

the improvement of the students speaking achievement.

2. The Procedure of GPPPt Implementation

There are several steps to be done in implementing GPPPt. To enable the

students to perform their presentation well and attractive, the procedures should

be given and explained to them. Students work in four or five-person teams to

search a topic of interest for a presentation using PPt. To do this technique

requires the use of the computer or laptop for around a week. Students will

prepare and design their PPt presentation based on the topics or materials given by

the teacher which is determined through a lottery. These followings are the steps

or procedures how to implement GPPPt in the classroom:

Step 1 - Students are paired up into groups.  Eight groups consists of four students

and another consists of five students. There are 37 students in grade X-C.

Smart students must be distributed evenly to each group for objectivity.

Step 2 - Explain the task to the students.

Step 3 - Each team gets a topic of interest from the  course  of study. For example,

the topics could be refusing or accepting an offer or invitation,

expressing thanks, etc. They are determined through a lottery.

Step 4 - After having selected  a topic,  then each  group  design  their presentation

materials using PPt, of at least 4 – 7 slides.
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Step 5 - Make  sure  that  each group provides suitable information, pictures,

videos or photos that they  are adding these sources to the slides.

However, content for the slides should be written in their own words and

not copy/pasted.

Step 6 - The first slide should include  the number  of  the  team  and the names of

each member. The second slide should include topic or title supported by

suitable animations, pictures, videos or photos. The third and fourth

slides should focus on one specific item or topic. They show some

expressions commonly used in the topic including the responses. And

Slide five shows example model dialog or conversation of two or more

speakers using those expressions. And the next slides are for simple mini

drama script which is then demonstrated orally by the group in practice

section of the presentation. And the last one is for closing.

Step 7 – Students, in group, should present their PPt slides in front of the class.

The first two minute is for preparation, opening and introducing the team,

seven minutes maximally is for presenting the main topic, three minutes

is for practicing the expressions used in the topic orally with acting and

supported with something used as aids to illustrate the situation which is

then ended by closing.  Meanwhile the teacher takes notes and grades the

presentation and the interactive as well by using the rubric.

3. The strength of GPPPt

Based on the theory of PowerPoint presentation, it is very necessary
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for me to explain the strength of GPPPt teaching technique. These followings are

the strength:

a. It presents tremendous opportunities to create something much greater

than an individual can normally do. It is always easier and quicker to do

things on your own, but most of us will be more effective as part of a team

that combines the knowledge and talents of several people. The group

presentation gives students opportunities to do much more than alone

presenter can hope to do.

b. GPPPt can identify the strengths and weaknesses of each member in the

presentation group. In some cases, groups can be chosen by their

members, typically on the basis of friendship. In many situations, people

find themselves part of a group that has a job to do and they must

determine where to fit in.

c. Through GPPPt, each group gets a series of presentations equally  to the

number of presenters. A more effective strategy starts with thoughtful

consideration in the students’ meetings of what they hope to accomplish in

the presentation. A good rule is to think of the things they want the

audience to take away from their talk. These become the core theme and

unifying elements within their presentation.

d. Animation illustrating certain expression will help the students a lot to

produce words or sentences. Any kinds of animations are very attractive to

review and practice speaking. The presenters can use PPt by recording or
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copying from many sources to create their own games to use in the

classroom.

e. PPt presentations are easy to obtain, modify, and create. They are versatile

and a great asset to any classroom. Good presentations may take time to

produce or adapt, but they can be shared and used year after year. They

can be used for whole class presentations and reviews, for drills, or for

individual work.

f. GPPPt technique is able to increase the students’ achievement in speaking

evaluation, because it can: help the students make sentence(s) quickly;

help the students use appropriate vocabulary when making sentence(s);

improve the students’ pronunciation to be relatively accepted; help the

students use correct grammar when making sentence(s); and influence the

students’ to use appropriate words or concepts for the knowledge.

g. GPPPt is able to attract the students to: keep paying attention to the

learning activities; answer either the presenters’ or teacher’s questions

quickly; do academic activities actively; and to motivate the students to

use the available teaching aids.

4. The Weaknesses of GPPPt Teaching Technique

Without ignoring its strength, it is certainly believed that GPPPt also has

some weaknesses. These following are the weaknesses of GPPPt teaching

technique.

a. The equipment such as laptop, LCD Projector, large screen and electricity

power must be available in the classroom.
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b. The general rule for PowerPoint text is no more than three lines of text on

a slide and no more than 6 words per line.

c. If we try to put a lot of text in a presentation, we have to move through a

lot of slides. The rapid movement does nothing to aid the presentation.

instead it detracts from the message.

d. Presenters rely too much on the slides for structure, as verbal presentation.

The aids should reinforce the structure, not replace it. This is particularly

troublesome for student presentations since students need to learn how to

communicate structure verbally without visuals. If they rely on visuals for

structure, they never learn how to do it themselves.

e. Presenters fail to establish the connections necessary to make their message

memorable. They often rely too much on the visual slide to make the

connection and neglect repetition, examples, metaphors and other devices

that make a message memorable.

f. Presenters fail to establish ethos, their most powerful appeal.

g. Speakers frequently don’t look at the audience and the audience

doesn’t look at the speaker.

C. Teaching Speaking Applying Group Presentation Using Power Point

There are many reasons why I apply GPPPt to teach speaking. Firstly, it

presents tremendous opportunities to create something much greater than an

individual can normally do. It is always easier and quicker to do things on your

own, but most of us will be more effective as part of a team that combines the
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knowledge and talents of several people. The group presentation gives students

opportunities to do much more than alone presenter can hope to do.

Secondly, GPPPt can identify the strengths and weaknesses of each

member in the presentation group. In some cases, groups can be chosen by their

members, typically on the basis of friendship. In many situations, people find

themselves part of a group that has a job to do and they must determine where to

fit in.

There are several factors to consider when deciding who will do what in

the presentation such as: (1) Strengths and weaknesses of individual team

members will suggest speaking order, and who will deal with which content; (2)

styles and skills of the team are important to determine who should lead off,

conclude or deliver each section; (3) the audience itself is important; will they be

technically-oriented, which suggests a better technical expert?; and (4) the

purpose of the presentation. If it is to act out interpersonal or transactional

conversations, each best member should have a leading role. If it relies heavily on

involvement, a freewheeling approach works well.

Thirdly, through GPPPt, each group gets a series of presentations equally

to the number of presenters. A more effective strategy starts with thoughtful

consideration in the students’ meetings of what they hope to accomplish in the

presentation. A good rule is to think of the things they want the audience to take

away from their talk. These become the core theme and unifying elements within

their presentation.
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With this general framework, the entire team gets a pretty good idea of

what each part will discuss and duplication is virtually eliminated. Material that

does not fit with the themes gets dropped.

Transitions are essential for an integrated presentation. Transitions are

bridging elements that conclude one section and start another. Express meaningful

utterances in transactional and interpersonal dialogues formal and informal

accurately and fluently in the context of daily life by using the speech acts of

accepting or refusing an offer and invitation for examples. The goal is to “tee up”

the next speaker so they know who they are, what they will talk about and how it

ties into what went before. Each group uses the technique of envisioning their

performance as a way of building up their confidence before the speaking

presentation. The attractive animations may do, accelerating and setting up for the

next turn. Learning by doing will work well. They know that the more they

practice, both mentally and physically, the more confident they will feel in the

actual situation; it’s as if they had already been able to. It is important to use all

the things they will actually use in the presentation. Team members who are not

presenting should make notes of any problems, such as spelling errors in slides,

clumsy transitions and responds.

To deal with this, each member of the group has to know how to

“accordion” their section. How can they make it go longer or shorter to fit the

time available? This is especially important for later sections. They need to know

what is essential and what is nice to have.
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Fourthly, animation showing certain expression will help the

students a lot to produce words or sentences. Any kinds of animations are

very attractive to review and practice speaking. The presenters can use PPt by

recording or copying from many sources to create their own games to use in the

classroom.

Fifthly, PPt presentations are easy to obtain, modify, and create. They are

versatile and a great asset to any classroom. Good presentations may take time to

produce or adapt, but they can be shared and used year after year. They can be

used for whole class presentations and reviews, for drills, or for individual work.

PPt presentations run on both Macintosh and Windows platforms. Files are small

unless many pictures and sounds are added. Small files are easily stored. These

presentations can be viewed with a computer monitor, TV, or a projector. Because

of all these advantages, we are going to see more and more PPt presentations used

in English language teaching.

In this research I apply GPPPt to increase the students’ achievement in

speaking evaluation, because it can: help the students make sentence(s) quickly;

help the students use appropriate vocabulary when making sentence(s); improve

the students’ pronunciation to be relatively accepted; help the students use correct

grammar when making sentence(s); and influence the students’ to use appropriate

words or concepts for the knowledge.

Besides the five factors above, I have strong assumption that when GPPPt

is being used, during the learning activities it tends to: make the students keep

paying attention to the learning activities; encourage the students to answer either
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the presenters’ or teacher’s questions quickly; influence the students to do

academic activities actively; and motivate the students to use the available

teaching aids.

D. Research Related to GPPPt.

1. Teaching Speaking, Listening and Writing

To improve the speaking competence the teachers should provide the

students with opportunities for practicing specific speaking skills. Students

improve their formal speech when teachers provide insights on how to organize

their ideas for presentation in a variety of different ways, including sequentially,

chronologically and thematically. They need practice in organizing their speech

around problems and solutions, causes and results, and similarities and differences

to practice speeches with another student or with the whole class. Teachers can

enable learners to present ideas to individual peers, peer groups and entire classes

of students. Students also benefit from interviewing others and from participation

in dramatic presentations (Wallace, Stariha and Walberg, 2004: p. 10).

Through presentation students can adapt their speech to specific situations.

It is useful for students to know that speech should differ in formality, such as

when speaking to a judge, a teacher, a parent or a playmate. Provide opportunities

to practice speaking before increasingly larger groups. Teachers can help to

reduce such fears by maintaining a friendly atmosphere in the class and providing

opportunities for students to practice presenting information, answering questions

and holding group discussions in front of their peers who face the same situation.
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Students are less likely to be fearful and anxious and more  likely to do well if

they are well prepared (Wallace, Stariha and Walberg, 2004: p. 11).

By doing group presentation the students will be automatically trained and

well prepared to be involved in collaboration with classmates fosters

communicative competence. Small groups working together within a class can

help students communicate meaningful ideas to each other. Working together in

twos, threes or larger groups can facilitate more frequent and insightful

communications (Wallace, Stariha and Walberg, 2004: pp. 12-14).

2. Using PowerPoint for ESL Teaching

Fisher (2003: p. 4) states that PowerPoint has been in use for years in ESL

teaching. It is a type of presentation software that allows one to show colored text

and images with simple animation and sound. PowerPoint presentations can be

used in many ways in the ESL classroom as well as in other classrooms. The

presentation must be clear and uncluttered. It should address anticipated areas of

student difficulty in an orderly manner. PowerPoint presentations are great for

reviewing ideas which have already been taught. Not only do students find this

interesting, but it is also a good way to check and see if they have mastered a

concept. Besides, PPt presentation can be used for whole class presentations and

reviews, for drills, or for individual work. Because of these advantages, more and

more PowerPoint presentations are widely used in any English language teaching.
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3. Application of PowerPoint in Bilingual Teaching of Managerial Classes in

Chinese Local Higher Education Institutions

PPt has been widely used in bilingual teaching. It enables the teachers to

visualize distant and even rare things or objects to be identified by the students.

Cheng (2009), explains that As an important tool of Computer Assistant

Instruction (CAI), PPt is employed widely in bilingual teaching in managerial

classes. He selects the undergraduates as the survey objectives, and the results of

applying PPt as the survey contents, explores the influences of determinants on

the effectiveness of teaching methods, which include designing, making, and

applying of PPt, within the context of bilingual teaching in managerial classes in

Chinese local higher education institutions.

Based on the above explanation, it can be concluded that the results of

bilingual teaching in managerial classes by applying PPt is better than the

traditional one, because by doing so students can improve their competence using

PPt during their presentations (Cheng Xiaoduo , 2009: 1) available at http://www.

icetc.org.

4. Using PowerPoint for ELT

Knowing a great number of advantages found in the use of PPt, this

reminds us to realize how important and necessary to apply it in our teaching and

learning technique. It is stated by Simpson (2009) that PPt is an incredibly popular

piece of software, mainly because it comes with Microsoft packages. PPt

presentations can be used in many ways in ELT. For example, presentations can
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be used for presenting language structures, for practice and drilling, or for

reviews. It can be used to teach new structures to students. PPt presentations lead

themselves to practice and drilling. PPt presentations are great for reviewing ideas

which have already been taught. After the students have learned and practiced

something, it is useful to see a presentation. PPt presentations are a good,

lighthearted way to review language before a test.

It is necessary to present teaching material by using effective way to

enable the students to understand it easily. PPt presentations are easy to create,

borrow and use. They are a great and versatile asset to any ELT classroom. Good

presentations will take time to produce or adapt, but they can be shared and used

again and again. I think more and more PPt presentations are going to be used in

English language teaching in the future (Adam Simpson, 2009: 1) available at

http://www.eltworld.net/times.

5. Using PowerPoint for student presentations

It is great to use PPt for student presentations to improve the speaking

competence. According to Jones the use of PPt presentations by students

undoubtedly offers the opportunity for development of a valuable transferable

skill but its use in that context remains to be developed in many institutions. Each

presentation is considered first from a pedagogical viewpoint, bearing in mind the

different ways in which students learn and largely trying to avoid the pitfalls of

passive knowledge transmission.

When used appropriately, it does encourage students, to improve their

achievement. PPt is powerful, flexible and alternative activities can be facilitated
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by its use, limited only by the creativity of the user. Consider combining media

where necessary although teacher or students should use multimedia from within

PPt cautiously (JONES ALLAN M, 2003: 1) available at a.m.jones@dundee.ac. uk.

/200

E. Rationale

In general, the students will be successful in their learning if they are

involved to participate into the teaching learning process actively and interactively

in classroom.

A teacher plays a very important role to create the atmosphere of the

class in order that the students are able to be interested and take part in teaching

learning process interactively and effectively. As suggested by Lewis (2005: p.

28) that how classroom learning can be more effectively managed to produce the

desired outcomes of language learning, that is, for learners ought to use the new

language for a variety of communicative purpose and contexts, so that, the

objective of teaching, learning process can be reached optimally and successfully.

The students in grade X-C are still facing problem in their studies

especially for speaking class. Most of their speaking competence is still relatively

low. From the pre-test mark it is found that their speaking achievement is mostly

lower than the determined school benchmark (SKM = 75.00), while the students’

average score in the pre-test is 66.76. This statement is supported by these

following facts that: the students cannot make sentence(s) fluently; the students

cannot use appropriate vocabulary; the students’ pronunciation is not relatively

accepted; the students cannot use correct grammar to make sentence(s); and the
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students’ cannot use appropriate words or concepts for the knowledge and

experience of a general audience.

It is strongly predicted that those problems are mainly caused by these

followings factors: the students cannot express their ideas quickly; the students are

relatively poor in vocabularies acquisition; the students cannot pronounce the

word(s) correctly; the students’ mastery in grammar is low; the students’ mastery

in words or concepts for the knowledge and experience is low; and the teacher

does not use either attractive teaching techniques or media.

I have a very strong stand that one of the students’ successes in learning

English especially speaking skill will depend on the teacher’s role in managing

the class and using the teaching technique in the classroom. Therefore, a teacher

has to be able to apply an appropriate teaching technique to facilitate the students’

learning English. In this case, I estimate that GPPPt is one of appropriate teaching

techniques that can be applied to overcome the students’ problem dealing with the

speaking competence.

I also suppose that GPPPt technique is highly likely to be able to increase

the students’ speaking achievement, because it is predicted to be able to: (1)

facilitate the students to express ideas quickly; (2) facilitate the students to

improve their vocabularies acquisition; (3) help the students to pronounce the

word(s) correctly; (4) encourage the students to improve’ their mastery in

grammar; and (5) improve the students’ mastery in words or concepts for the

knowledge and experience.
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Besides, I also have a very strong assumption that when GPPPt is being

used, during the learning activities the students tend to: (1) keep paying attention

to the learning activities; (2) answer either the presenters’ or teacher’s questions

quickly; (3) do academic activities actively; and (4) motivate the students to use

the available teaching aids.

Based on the theories underlying the study and the problem which is being

faced by the students, it seems that GPPPt teaching technique has many

contribution to encourage the student interest and motivation in learning English

especially speaking competence. Moreover it also helps student not only to have

fun and motivation but also to have social interaction among them. From the

explanation above I have a very strong assumption that the students who are

learning speaking competence by using GPPPt have better achievement.

F. Action Hypothesis

Related to the previous descriptions of the related theories and the basic

assumption above, I can formulate the action hypotheses as follows:

1. The use of GPPPt can improve the X-C’s students’ speaking competence in

Senior High School 1 Ngawi, because it enables the students to enhance the

speaking competence easily.

2. The use of GPPPt can solve the recent problems in English teaching learning

process because it can provide the interesting, motivating and comforting

atmosphere in the classroom so that the students are encouraged to achieve

the determined school benchmark (SKM).
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter elaborates research methodology including context of the

research, the method of the research, the procedure of the research, technique of

collecting data, and the technique of analyzing data. Each of them is discussed in

the following.

A. Context of the Research

This research is carried out at SMA Negeri 1 Ngawi, East Java. This

school is located on Jalan Ahmad Yani 45, Ngawi. Ahmad Yani is the main road

from the city heading to Madiun. So, the school is very easy to reach from any

direction.  It is one kilometer from the city town square, city playground, and also

the bus station. SMA Negeri 1 Ngawi is one of the favorite schools in this city.

Every year most of junior high schools graduates in Ngawi regency starting from

those of out of town or those of inside the city are attracted to study in SMA

Negeri 1 Ngawi because of its educational quality either academically or non

academically.

Besides, any kinds of public vehicles such as minibuses, city transports

and village transports pass through exactly in front of the school. Students from

any different direction or destination can easily reach the School by either public

vehicles or the private ones. The strategic location and the quality attract more

than nine hundred junior high school graduates enroll to SMA Negeri 1 Ngawi

every new academic year although the school can only recruit two hundred and
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eighty eight registrars.

SMA Negeri 1 Ngawi belongs to Sekolah Katagori Mandiri (SKM). It

has 24 classes, consisting of eight parallel classes in each level, one headmaster’s

office, one large teacher’s room, one vice-headmasters’ office and one large

guidance and counseling room, one staff’s room, one mosque and fifteen

lavatories for teachers and students. There are six laboratories, 2 computer

laboratories, one biology laboratory, one chemistry laboratory, one physics

laboratory and one language laboratory.

In each computer laboratory there are thirty six computer sets which

have already been equipped with internet connection. The students learn

Informatics Communication Technology so they are able to use and design

PowerPoint. That is why the GPPPt technique is highly likely to be applied in this

school.

The class is comfortable enough for the students to join the teaching

learning process. It can be seen from the situation of the classroom during

teaching learning process being conducted by the teacher. Each class consists of

36 to 37 students so it is not quite easy to be controlled when the teaching learning

process is going on.

Meanwhile, the research is carried out for 6 months from September

2009 until May 2010. The following is the schedule of the research.

Table 3.1. The schedule of the research

No Activities Time

1 Pre survey September, 2009
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2 Making proposal September-October, 2009

3 Reviewing literature November, 2009

4 Developing instrument February, 2010

5 Collection and analyzing data April-May, 2010

6 Writing reports June-July, 2010

7 Submitting the document July, 2010

The subject used by the writer is the Tenth Grade (X-C), the Second

Semester Students of SMA Negeri 1 Ngawi in 2009/2010 Academic Year. They

are 37 students totally, consisting of 15 males students and 22 female students.

They sit randomly and are rotated. They have low learning motivation and less

cooperation one to another. Their English achievement is good enough but they

have problem in uttering their own English orally either inside or moreover

outside the class.

Of all language skills they are learning, speaking skill is the skill that

most the students have weaknesses in. In one side, from the recorded mark that

the writer got, speaking skill was still lower than others. Besides, the speaking

mark they the students got, mostly under the school benchmark (7.5. In another

side, based on the writer’s observation, most of the students still feel shy and

unconfident to express their mind and ideas in English orally and

communicatively in their daily activities either inside or outside the class. When

the writer asked them, some said that they were not accustomed to using it, so that

they felt unconfident. They were worried to make mistakes and to be laughed by

someone else whereas they actually really wanted to do it.
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Having achieved the data about the students occupying class X-C, they

come from different social status and of course have different characteristics, too.

For instance, from totally 37 students; 17 students come from PNS families, 4

students come from teachers families, 6 students come from entrepreneur families

and 10 students come from farmer families. While their dwelling places consist of

12 students come from inside the town and the rest or 25 students come from out

of town. The above conditions of course influences the teaching learning process,

such as the students coming from outside of the town and moreover from the low

economic family, they tend to be more humble, low profile, not too brave, shy and

so on than the students coming from inside the town psychologically.

B. The Method of the Research

In this research, the writer uses action research method. Related to the

action research method, there are some definitions of action research. Mills (2000:

p. 5) defines action research as a systematic inquiry done by teacher or other

individuals in teaching or learning environment to gather information about and

subsequently improve the ways their particular school operates, how they teach,

and how they learn.

He also argues that action research is a research done by teachers, for

themselves; it is not imposed on them by someone else. Action research engages

teachers in four steps process, namely:

1. Identifying an area of focus

2. Collecting data
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3. Analyzing and interpret data

4. Developing an action plan

Similarly, Kemmis (1993: p. 44) proposes that action research is a form of
self-reflective inquiry undertaken by participant in a social situation
including education. In order to improve the rationally and justice of their
own social or educational practice, their understanding of these practices
and situations in which practices are carried out.

While Elliot (1991: p. 69) states that action research might be defined as

the study of social situation with a view of improving the quality of action within

it. It aims at feeding practical judgment in concrete situation, and the validity of

theories or hypothesis. It generates not so much on scientific test of truth, as on

their usefulness on helping people to act more intelligently and skillfully. In action

research theories are not validated independently and then applied to practice.

They are validated through practice.

To support those definitions above, here are the key points of action

research:

1) Action research is an action, which is taken as a result of reflection on

phenomenon done by the researches.

2) Action research always arises from some species problems or issuing arising

out of the searchers practice.

3) Action research can be done by one person or individually but will be

rationally empowering when undertaken by participant collaboratively.

4) Action research starts with small cycle of planning, acting, observing and

assumptions more clearly.

5) Action research is a systematically learning process in which people at
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deliberately, though remaining open to surprise and responsive opportunity.

6) The reliability and the validity of the hypothesis is determined by the

usefulness of the result in overcoming the problem.

7) The aim of action research is to improve the quality of the system in certain

social circumstances including educational system.

Based on the definitions above, I can conclude that action research in this

study means the systematic study of efforts to overcome education problem or to

change things related to educational problem or betterment done by the teachers

or in collaboration of teachers and researchers by means of their own reflection

upon the effects of those actions.

In this case, the classroom research the writer does is an attempt aimed to

improve the upper secondary students’ English speaking competence in learning

English. This practical action I used is group presentation using PowerPoint

(GPPPt) as the teaching technique. The reflection upon the effect of the action can

be known while and after GPPPt teaching technique is presented. This reflection

shows whether and to what extent the use of GPPPt improves the students’

English speaking competence in learning English and also the change and

improvement in their learning motivation as well.

C. The Procedure of Action Research

Lewin (in McNiff, 1988: 22) describes action research as a spiral of steps

in which each step consists of four stages: planning, acting, observing and

reflecting. The scheme in action for one cycle looks like this:
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Figure 3.1. The scheme of Action  Research

1. Planning

In this stage, I firstly identify the problems referring to the teaching-

learning process that will be researched in this study. In this case, of course

the problems related to the students’ speaking competence in learning English

whether they really have difficulties in achieving it.

Having identified the problem, secondly I design a plan about what kind

of action will be carried out and prepare everything dealing with the action

research requirements such as the material that is going to be taught to the

class, make lesson plans, prepare some observation sheets to record the

students’ activities, prepare teaching aids and test instruments, etc.

In this case I plan two cycles that are expected to overcome the students’

problem in learning speaking. At the end of each cycle, I analyze and evaluate

it to see whether there has been change and improvement or not. The

determining of cycle two or three are taken by considering the result of the

previous cycle. It can be taken to improve the result or just to see the

consistency of using GPPPt teaching technique.

Planning

Observing

ActingReflecting
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2. Acting

I carry out the lesson plan in the classroom. I do step by step of teaching

learning activities based on my lesson plan. In this case, I implement the

teaching learning activities for speaking class using GPPPt to the tenth grade

(X-C) students of SMA Negeri 1 Ngawi. The followings are the steps that are

done.

a. Warming Up

I give motivation to the students by giving brain storming related to

a certain topic. For example, I and the collaborator teacher in pair ask them to

mention or do something about their days, their experiences or their facts

dealing with the topics that are in their mind.

b. Presentation

In this stage, I present the material though PPt as model. Then I asks

one of the groups to perform the GPPPt in front of the class still as example

for their friends. Next I ask each group to prepare and design the materials

based on the topic given to be presented in10 to 12 minutes. Each cycle is

going to be conducted in three or four meetings of 2 x 45 minutes each. That

depends on the time consuming of each presentation and its practice section.

c. Practice

In this stage, I ask the students to present and practice the materials

they have selected through a lottery in the presentation stage. Teacher asks

each group to show their materials starting from the member of the group, the

name of each member, the title, related vocabularies, expressions and
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supporting animations, pictures, or videos that have been designed by the

group before. Each member gets chance to present each slide orally. Then

they perform their presentation which is ended by oral practice section in the

form of simple mini drama or topical conversation of four or five students in

each group. The oral practice section is supported by any equipment or tools

needed to illustrate the real situation. At the same time other groups keep

listening and paying attention to catch what each group is talking about. Next,

in every presentation 2 until 3 audience are ordered to ask some questions

related to the content of the presentation after the practice section is over.

d. Production

In this stage, the students are expected to be able to reply the

teacher’s questions as actively and communicatively as possible using their

English words. To obtain that purpose, I have to create the classroom

atmosphere as attractive as possible. The questions given are based on the

materials or the topic of the presentation, such as the expressions and the

responses used.

3. Observing

I record the important occurrences during the learning teaching process.

The collaborator teacher helps me observe the students’ activities during the

teaching learning process. So, she (female collaborator) can give some inputs

or suggestions. She notes the lack and superiority of the implementation of
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the lesson plan using GPPPt as the teaching technique.

4. Reflecting

After carrying out the teaching learning activities using GPPPt, I recite

the occurrences in the classroom as the effect of the action. I evaluate the

process and the result of the implementation of GPPPt. The evaluation

benefits me, as the researcher to decide what I should do in the next cycle.

D. Technique of Collecting Data

There are two kinds of data, quantitative and qualitative data. The

quantitative data in numbers form are taken from the tests that are carried out

before and after the cycles are implemented. Meanwhile, qualitative data, in the

form of words are taken from the result of observation done by the teacher while

the actions are being carried out. I ask my friend as my collaborator to observe the

classroom interaction and to collect needed information. I need to make sure the

collaborator understands the observation instrument and uses it objectively.

I collected data from observation, interview, questionnaire, and test.

The review how the data were collected and analyzed can be seen in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. The Technique of Collecting and Analyzing Data

No. Technique Target Purpose Data Analyzis

1.

2.

Observation - Students
- Teaching learning

activities

- Teacher

To watch and
record the activity

Field note CCM

Interview - Students
- Collaborator

To identify the
feeling of
participants in face

Interview
Transcript
(students

CCM
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E. Technique of Analyzing Data

The quantitative data is then analyzed by using descriptive statistics. It

analyzes the comparison between the score in the pre test, before implementing

GPPPt and the score in the post test after implementing GPPPt.

The qualitative data will be analyzed by using constant comparative

method. It is a research design for multi data sources, which is likely analytic

induction in that the formal analysis begins early in the study and is nearly

completed by the end of data collection (Glasser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss, 1987;

Strauss & Corbin, 1994 in Bogdan & Biklen, 2003: 66).

There are six steps in the constant comparative method: (1) collecting data;

(2) looking for key issues, recurrent events, or activities in the data that become

categories of focus; (3) collecting data hat provide many incidents of the

categories of focus, with an eye to seeing the diversity of the dimensions under the

categories; (4) writing about the categories explored, attempting to describe and

account for all incidents in data while continually searching for new incidents; (5)

3.

4.

to face interaction and
Collaborator)

Question
naire

- students

- Collaborator

To explore the reason
why English speaking
is  difficult

To explore the
techniques of
teaching speaking

The result
of the
questionai
re

CCM

Test - students To get information
about the current
and previous
achievement

Speaking
score

Descriptive
statistics
(highest,

lowest
score, and
mean)
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working with the data and emerging model to discover basic social processes and

relationships; and (6) engaging in sampling, coding, and writing as the analysis

focuses on the core categories.

In analyzing scores of the oral test, I calculate score of each student. The

marks the students get are from the total score multiplied by one hundred and

divided by twenty. Based on the plan which the researcher and the collaborator

designed, there are five aspects to be scored in speaking test, fluency, vocabulary,

pronunciation, grammar, and content. The maximum score for each aspect is four

and the total is twenty. It is in line with the formula proposed by Arikunto (1998:

38). The formula is:

S = X SM
Where

S = the student’s mastery in %

R = the student’s score

N = the maximum score of the whole aspects

SM = standard mark (100)
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CHARTER IV

RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, I describe everything happens and found during the

implementation of GPPPt to overcome the students’ speaking problems. This is to

answer the initial problem which has been stated in the first chapter. It involves

situation prior to the research`, implementation of the research, the findings and

discussion. All data taken from the researcher’s field notes, interview,

questionnaire and the students’ performance are described as the proof that GPPPt

could solve the problem statements stated in chapter one. The consideration to

determine the second or third cycle is based on the previous cycle result. They can

be explained in the following parts.

A. Situation Prior to the Research

The students of senior high school, especially SMA 1 Ngawi are

expected to speak English not only during their English lessons but also outside

the classrooms.

In reality this did not come to realization yet because the students have

some problems in speaking English. It is very important for them to do it as an

objective of learning English according to the competency based curriculum

which is being used.

Based on the result of the pre-test, the students’ achievement in speaking

evaluation is mostly lower than the minimum standard of school benchmark
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(SKM = 75.00), while the students’ mean of the pre-test score is 66.76. The

indicators of the above problems can be seen from these following facts that: (1)

the students cannot make sentence(s) fluently; (2) The students cannot use

appropriate vocabulary; (3) the students’ pronunciation is not relatively accepted;

(4) the students cannot use correct grammar to make sentence(s); and (5) the

students’ cannot use appropriate words or concepts for the knowledge and

experience of a general audience.

Besides the five factors above, during the leaning activities the students

tend to do these followings too: (1) talking with their desk mates; (2) not

responding the teacher’s questions actively; (3) doing non academic activities

(such as drawing, scratching, playing cellular phones or day dreaming); and (4)

not using the  available teaching aids.

The situation prior to the research above can be summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Summary of Situation Prior to the Action Research Implementation

a. Students’ speaking competence

No The Indicators of the problem Situation prior to the Action Research

1 The students cannot make
sentence(s) fluently.

 22 students made many fillers when they
make sentence(s)
S1: Will you … er.. .er . . er . .
accompany me .. to . . . er . . . library?

 (See Appendix 24
2 The students cannot use

appropriate vocabulary
 22 students were not  able to use

appropriate  vocabulary
 (See Appendix 24)

3 The students’ pronunciation is
relatively not accepted

 The students  are not able to pronounce
vowel ‘ə’ : allow, they pronounce it / /
as in /but/, /none/, /son/.

 The students are not  able to pronounce
consonant ‘ ’as in thanks,  they
pronounce it / t / as in /tank/

 The students are not able to differentiate
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the pronunciation of  /tʃ/ : /much/ and  /st
/ : /must/,  they pronounce  them in the
same way,  i.e. /mʌst/ : much as in
/must/

 The students are not able to pronounce
diphthong ‘ei’ : congratulation,  they
pronounce it /kənˌgræt.jʊˈlæ.ʃ ə n/

4 The students cannot  make
sentence(s) correctly

 35 students are not  able to use correct
expressions based on topic

 A lot of students use ‘are’ or ‘do’ before
modals

 Many studends are  not able to use
correct and polite expression to accept an
offer, surprise, and disbeliefs correctly

 (See Appendix 24)
5 The students cannot use

appropriate words or concepts for
the knowledge and experience of
a general audience.

 15 students’ are able to use appropriate
words or concepts for the knowledge and
experience of a general audience.
(See Appendix 24)

b. Classroom situation

No The Indicators of the problem Situation prior to the Action Research

1. When the teacher explains the
materials, the students tend to talk
with their desk mates.

 Some students do not pay attention to the
materials discussed but they talk one
another about their own problem.

2. When the teacher ask them, the
students do not answer the
questions.

 Most of the students do not answer the
questions given by the teacher at once

3. The students tend to do non
academic activities

 Some of the students draw something.
 Some other students do scratching.
 A few students play their cellular phones.

4. The students do not use the
available teaching aids

 They do not use their dictionaries.
 They do not use their grammar or

speaking books.
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The students’ difficulties stated above can be caused by these factors: the

students cannot express their ideas quickly; the students are relatively poor in

vocabularies acquisition; the students cannot pronounce the word(s) correctly; the

students’ mastery in grammar is low; the students’ mastery in words or concepts

for the knowledge and experience is low; and the teacher does not use either

attractive teaching techniques or media.

To prove whether what has been stated before is true or not, I interviewed

some students directly, and the teacher who taught them. Besides, I gave a pretest

to know their prior English competence. It was conducted to reinforce the above

problems. As for result of the above activity, it would be described as follows.

In the pre survey on Tuesday September 5th 2009 I came closer to

students, and then spontaneously asked them in English, “How often do you speak

English in the classroom and outside the classroom?” Most of them replied ‘no’,

‘never’, ‘very little’, ‘sometimes’, or ‘seldom’.  Some of them just smiled and

smiled at me.

From fifteen students that I questioned, only three of them could answer

the questions well by saying ‘sometimes’. Five of them said ‘seldom’. While the

other seven students said ‘no, never’. They only responded the questions so

simply like ‘Yes’ or ‘No’, not more. They seemed to be in doubt, shy, no bravery

to express their mind in English. It was right, when I asked a certain student about

their difficulties; he explained that he has problems with finding ideas or fluency,

vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar and content.

However, I paid attention to their response so enthusiastically. For
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instance, when I asked them to have a chat together in English, they seemed as if

they could speak English well too. They always stared at me as if there were no

problem with their English. It meant that they actually understood what they were

talking each other, but they seemed getting difficulties in responding orally. When

the writer asked them about their troubles disturbing them in responding English

orally were as the initial notion that they were seldom involved in English

speaking interactively either inside or outside the classroom.

The students did not want to speak English because they did not have self

confidence s it was stated by (ABP. 07.40)

“Sebenarnva saya mengerti ketika Bapak atau Ibu guru berbicara dengan bahasa
Inggris, tetapi rasanya susah untuk merespon, dengan bahasa inggris itu.
Sebenarnya, kadang-kadang juga pengin banget bisa ngomomg inggris cas-cis-
cus. Tapi kok susah, ya ? Habis jarang diajak komunikasi dengan bahasa inggris
sih. Jadi, terus terang saya agak kaku, malu gemetar, takut salah atau kadang-
kadang takut diketawain teman-teman”.

Meanwhile, another student gave the following explanation;

“Kalau bisa ngomong dengan bahasa Inggris rasanya senang dan bangga sekali,
tapi kok sulit ya. Maksud saya kita kadang tahu maksudnya tapi susah
:mengukapkannya. Penginnya ngomong tapi sering sungkan kalau nanti dibilang
sok atau keminter. Pada hal nggak begitu. Teman-teman juga banyak yang pasif,
padahal mereka banyak yang pinter. Umumnya, kita sering takut salah sehingga
nggak jadi ngomong. Kami berharap ada cara untuk membantu kesulitan kami,
pak” (FSP. 07.48).

And I asked RPD why she was afraid to express her own English, she argued as

follows;

“Terus terang pak, kosa kata saya sangat kurang, sehinaga tidak percaya diri
kalau ingin berbicara bahasa Inggris. Atau kalau tahu, sering kali sulit
menyusunya dengan grammar yang benar sehingga nggak jadi. Kadang-kadang
juga takut diketawain teman-teman bila salah ucapnnya. Pokoknya nggak PD lah.
Namun kalau ada yang sering ngajak ngomong seperti tadi dengan bapak, saya
sangat senang. Sebab saya jadi tahu dan berani, walaupun baru dikit-dikit
(RPD:07.52).
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From eight students I asked, it is found that they have the same problem

like what have been stated by three students above. And then I tried to confirm the

identical problems happened to the other students. So, I went to the classroom and

asked why they have difficulties in English speaking. Most of the students

answered identically the same as the above responses.

At that time, in teaching speaking skill, the teacher just taught the

expression dealing with the topic and followed by the dialogue taken from the

course book, and then he asked them to practice in front of the class. After that, he

gave them written exercises to do individually or in group. He also said that most

of the supplied time was used to drill them with some written exercises rather than

oral ones. It was greatly hoped that the students are able to do the English written

test, which was held at every end of semester or at the final examination. Frankly

speaking, the teacher would be satisfied if the students could do the test well and

get good mark even the best score. Or at least, they reach higher mark than the

minimum determined school benchmark. That was 7.5.

If the students reached lower mark than the determined one, the teaching

and learning process would be categorized as failure. On the other hand, if the

score was higher than that, it would be categorized as successful one. Therefore,

the teacher tended to give drilling to the students with the written English

exercises rather than the oral ones.

If it was asked why the teacher treated the students like what are stated

above, he argued as the following transcript;

“Sebagaimana kita ketahui bahwa anggapan tentang keberhasilan suatu kegiatan
belajar mengajar (Bahasa Inggris) itu sering kali terukur dari hasil yang
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diperoleh anak ketika mengerjakan tes. Semakin tinggi nilai yang didapat, maka
semakin pintar anak itu. Sebaliknya apabila semakin rendah nilai yang,
diperoleh, maka anak itu akan dikatakan bodoh. Oleh kaena itu ada
kecenderungan para guru bahasa Inggris secara umum termasuk saya, lebih
banyak memberikan pelatihan soal-soal dari pada melatih praktek berkomunikasi
lisan misalnya dengan memberikan lembar kegiatan siswa yang harus dikerjakan.
Mendasar pada pegalaman sebelumnya, hasil test semester cukup bagus, rata-
rata di atas SKM (75). Bahkan ada yang mendapat nilai sepuluh bulat’ (ES:
08.10).

Then I reinforced the initial notion by giving oral pre-test (formal

interview) to the students to know the initial competence of the students’ English

speaking. In this case, I asked my colleague, ES to interview the students along

with me to obtain objective scores.  It indicates that the scores would be calculated

as objectively as possible. We assessed the students’ prior speaking competence

from these aspects: fluency, vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar, and content.

Both I and my collaborator, ES had arranged and prepared instruments of

the test. The questions which were given are related to their daily activities. They

were simple and easy either to understand or to be answered. Because of the

limited time, each student only got 3 to four minutes maximally. Perhaps, every

student would get about five to ten questions. It depended on how they answered

the questions, long or short, complete or not, fluently or not, and so on.

Meanwhile, the way to do the test was firstly; I was as the first tester (T1)

and my collaborator was as the second tester (T2) faced a student according to

smallest sequence number up to the highest one interchangeably. It was meant that

after the first number was over, and then continued to the following numbers. The

tester greeted him/her before asking more questions. Besides, we had also

provided the scoring scale categories seen in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2. Speaking Assessment List of Mark

No.
Name/

Code

Aspects
Total

Score

Final
ScoreFluency

(4-1)

Vocabu
lary
(4-1)

Pronuncia
tion
(4-1)

Gram
mar

(4-1)

Content
(4-1)

1 AS
2 ABP
3 AM
4 ASI
5 AGP

The result of the pre-test I conducted with my collaborator indicated that

the total score of the students’ mark were those who got more than or the same as

7.5 were only 7 students (18.92%) while those who got lower than 7.5 were 30

students (81.08%) from the total of 37.

Viewing the situation prior to the research, I conclude and believe that the

students mostly had difficulties in mastering English speaking competence.

Therefore, I would like to help them by giving a solution. The solution I am going

to offer is teaching English speaking by using GPPPt. It is the practice of showing

and explaining the content of a topic to an audience or learner performed by any

number of entities (members) considered as a team using PowerPoint

presentations software which produce professional-looking presentations such as

colored texts, graphic packages, sound, animations in the form of slideshows

which presents tremendous opportunities to create something much greater than

an individual can normally do. It is one of teaching techniques that I expected to

be able to improve or enhance the students’ English speaking competence.

Based on the above problems, I then plan to make research

implementation which includes 2 or 3 cycles. Each cycle consists of a series of
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steps, namely; planning the action, implementing the action, observing and

monitoring the action, evaluating and reflecting the result of the observation, and

the last is revising the plan.

In the first cycle each group (consisting of 4 or 5 members) gets the first

material or topic for presentation and its practice section. The topic is determined

by a lottery. Each group gets different topic from the others. Then, every group

represented by one member takes the second lottery to determine their turn to

perform the GPPPt. Next, in the second cycle, through a lottery too, each group

gets the second topic which must be different from that of the first cycle. To

determine which group must perform the first presentation, the second lottery is

also done.  The formation of the group and the lottery of the topics are done

before the implementing the action research. The detail explanation can be found

in the research implementation.

B. Implementation of the Research

The overall implementation of the research can be summarized in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3.  The Overall Implementation of the Action Research

1. Pre-Research

Acti

vity
Participant Purpose

O
b

se
rv

at
io

n

- Students
- Teaching learning  activities
- Teacher

To watch and
record the activity
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In
te

rv
ie

w
- Students
- Collaborator

To identify the feeling of participants in
face to face interaction

Q
ue

st
io

na
ir

e - students
- Collaborator

To explore the reason why English speaking  is  difficult

To explore the techniques of  teaching speaking

T
es

t

- students
To get information about the current
and previous achievement

2. Implementation of the Research

Cycle 1

P
la

nn
in

g

Design a plan about what kind of action will be carried out and prepare everything
dealing with the action research requirements such as the material that is going to be
taught, make lesson plans, prepare some observation sheets to record the students’
activities, prepare teaching aids and test instruments, etc.

A
ct

io
n

M1: Carring out the lesson plan in the classroom, started by teacher’s presentation.
The stages are opening the class, presentation, practice, production, and closure.

M2: Continuing the performance of the next presenting groups, started by teacher’s
presentation. The stages are the same as the first meeting.

M3: Continuing the performance of the next presenting groups, started by teacher’s
presentation. The stages are the same as the second meeting.

M4: Conducting Post Test 1

O
bs

er

va
ti

on

Observing the change and improvement on the followings:

Indicator  A: The students; speaking competence, and
Indicator B: Class situation

R
ef

le
ct

io
n Reflecting the results of the observation which covers what have or have not changed and

improved on the followings:
Indicator  A: The students; speaking competence, and
Indicator B: Class situation

Cycle 2

P
la

nn
in

g

Optimizing the plan about what kind of action will be carried out and prepare everything
dealing with the action research requirements such as the material that is going to be
taught, lesson plans, prepare some observation sheets to record the students’ activities,
prepare teaching aids and test instruments, etc.

A
ct

io
n

M1: Carring out the lesson plan in the classroom, started by teacher’s presentation.
The stages are opening the class, presentation, practice, production, and closure.

M2: Continuing the performance of the next presenting groups, started by teacher’s
presentation. The stages are the same as the first meeting.

M3: Post Test 2
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O
bs

er

va
ti

on

Observing the change and improvement on the followings:

Indicator  A: The students; speaking competence, and
Indicator B: Class situation

R
ef

le
ct

io
n Reflecting the results of the observation which covers what have or have not changed and

improved on the followings:
Indicator  A: The students; speaking competence, and
Indicator B: Class situation

3.  Summary of the Research Findings

1. Cycle 1

It is necessary to inform some important activities that were done before

implementing Cycle 1. A week before the research, I had divided the class (37

students) into nine groups. Eight groups consisted of four students in each and

another consists of five students. The researcher determined the team and the

member wisely based on the result of the pre test, I meant high motivated and

competent students were distributed nearly evenly into each group and so were the

lower ones. Each group had appointed a chairman or chair girl whom then I asked

them to organize their own team.

I explained the task to the students. Each group had to provide and design

presentation using PowerPoint. Each group needs to create 4 - 7 slides at least.

Each team gets a topic to be presented and practiced in front of the class. For

example, the topics could be Refusing or Accepting an Offer or Invitation,

Expressing Disbelieves, Expressing Thanks, and other topics based on the

curriculum. The topic for each group is determined through a lottery.

After each team had selected a topic, they decided what they had to

present on each slide. This should be written in an outline form. Next I sent the
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students to the computer laboratory with internet connection (beyond English

teaching-learning time independently). I reminded them to provide supporting

information, pictures, videos or photos added to the slides. Students could drag

them directly to the PowerPoint slides. However, content for the slides should be

written in their own words and not copied/pasted ones.

Then each group should follow these procedures. The first slide should

include the number of the team  and the names of each member. The second slide

should include topic supported with suitable animations, pictures, videos or

photos. The third and fourth should focus on one specific item or topic. They

show some expressions commonly used in the topic including the responses. And

Slide five shows example model dialog or conversation of two or more speakers

using those expressions. And the next slides are for simple mini drama script

which is then demonstrated orally by the group in practice section of the

presentation. It is then followed by the last slide for closing.

Based on the procedures of the presentation, every group has to present

their PowerPoint slides to the class. The first two minute is for preparation,

opening and introducing the team, seven minutes maximally is for presenting the

main topic, three minutes is for practicing the expressions used in the topic in the

form of conversation or simple mini drama orally with acting and supported with

something used as aids to illustrate the situation which is then ended by closing.

Meanwhile the teacher takes notes and grades the presentation and the interactive

as well by using the rubric. The sample handouts of the slides in which every

group had to present can be seen in Figure 4.1, list of figures.
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In this cycle, I did a set of activities which consisted of namely planning

the action, implementing the action which included three meetings in which each

meeting consisted of opening the class, teacher’s presentation, students’

presentation (practice), production and closure. The summary of the

implementation of Cycle 1 can be seen in Table 4.4.

Table  4.4. The summary of the implementation of Cycle 1

Cycle 1

P
la

nn
in

g Design a plan about what kind of action will be carried out and prepare everything
dealing with the action research requirements such as the material that is going to be
taught, make lesson plans, prepare some observation sheets to record the students’
activities, prepare teaching aids and test instruments, etc.

A
ct

io
n

M1: Carring out the lesson plan in the classroom, started by teacher’s presentation.
The stages are opening the class, presentation, practice, production, and closure.
The topicis are “Refusing an Offer (group 7), Expressing Thanks (group 1), and
Refusing an invitation (group 2)
Improving fluency and vocabularies

M2: Continuing the performance of the next presenting groups, started by teacher’s
presentation. The stages are the same as the first meeting.
The topicis are “Accepting an offer (group 3), Accepting an invitation (group 4),
Congratulating (group 6), and Disbelief Group 9)”.
Practicing pronunciation and grammar

M3: Continuing the performance of the next presenting groups, started by teacher’s
presentation. The stages are the same as the second meeting.

The topicis are “expressing surprise (group 5), and Expressing Compliment (8).
Improving content

M4: Post Test 1

O
bs

er
va

ti
on

Indicator  A: 1. SS expressed their ideas more quickly than  before
2. SS used some certain words commonly used to express the topic
3. SS pronounced the word(s) little less correctly, better than before
4. Some SS still used  ‘do’ or ‘are’ to start  question with modals
5. A lot of SS can use appropriate words or concepts for the knowledge

and experience of a general audience.

Indicator B: 1. R: SS were  not so active yet, especially the audience, not the presenters
2. SS were more improved,  alive, enjoyable,  but a little crowded.

Some SS looked less attentive to the presenting group. Class was still
below the expected one.

3. C: R needs to optimize the planning and acting stages.
Ad. R : Researcher, C : Collaborator, SS : Students.
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R
ef

le
ct

io
n

Indicator  A (+):
1. SS started speaking more quickly than before
2. SS’ vocabularies increased gradually
3. SS pronounced the word(s) almost correctly, better than before
4. Some SS still used ‘do’ or ‘are’ to make question with modals
5. A lot of SS can use appropriate words or concepts for the knowledge

and experience of a general audience.

Indicator  A (-): Some SS still spoke slowly, were poor in vocabulary; mispronounced the
word(s); and made grammar mistakes.

Indicator B (+): GPPPt Improved SS ability and participation,  various activities;
success in group  work and improved SS’ motivation individually

(-): Some certain SS still paid less attention to the earlier presenting groups.

These followings are the detail description of the implementation of  Cycle 1.

a. Planning the Action

Based on the problem and the causes mentioned above, we decided to

arrange general planning. We implemented GPPPt to improve the students’

speaking competence, because as it was mentioned before that it is a teaching

technique which is able to develop speaking ability, promote interaction among

the students and increase the students’ learning motivation in improving their

English speaking achievement.

For the first cycle, the topic were “refusing an offer, expressing thanks,

refusing an invitation, accepting an offer, accepting an invitation, congratulating,

expressing surprise, compliment and disbelief”, which were then presented in four

meetings, three of them were for presentation and the last meeting was for Post

test 1. I and my collaborator prepared the material and the lesson plan as well as

possible.

b. Implementing the Action

In implementing the action, I divided the action into five terms, namely;

opening the class (warming up), presentation (surviving the material), Practice
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(main activity for the students), production, and closure. These Five terms

conducted in 360 minutes which was divided into four meetings, three meetings

for action and the other one for post test. Every meeting was conducted in 90

minutes.

In this case, I, the researcher asked my friend as my collaborator to

observer my teaching the students using GPPPt. The lesson plan and the material

dealing with the topic had been discussed and comprehended by both of us before

implementing the action. The collaborator teacher ruled as an observer when I was

was teaching in the class. Meanwhile, the topic I was going to teach for the first

time was “Accepting an Offer”.

1) First Meeting was held on April 13th, 2010.

In this part, the teacher did a set of activities dealing with the teaching

learning process as mentioned before. Among of them were as the following,

opening the class (warning up); presentation (surviving the materials), practice

(students’ main activity), production (checking the students’ understanding about

the given materials); closure (closing the class). For the detail information will be

explained in the following parts.

a) Opening the Class (Warming up)

The lesson started at 07.00 a.m. I and the collaborator teacher entered the

classroom together. The collaborator teacher went directly to take a seat in the

middle back row behind the students. Staring at the students, while I took a seat

on the teacher’s desk. She would like to observe every activities going on in that

class.
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Meanwhile, the students seemed to be a little strained with the coming of a

new teacher in their class although they had been told before. However, as soon

as, she stood up and took initiative to break the tense by greeting them friendly in

front and the students responded it enthusiastically. They seemed not to be

strained anymore because of her greeting, the class condition was melted and the

students looked comfortable.

After greeting, she then checked the students’ attendance one by one. She

asked them to raise their hands when his/her name was called by saying ‘Yes, sir.

I’m present’. Meanwhile, for those who are absent, the teacher asked them to say

“Sorry, sir he/she is absent today”. Fortunately, in the first meeting, all of the

students were present. The total of them were 37 students, consisting of 16 male

students and 21 female ones.

Then, to warm up the class the collaborator teacher asked them some

simple questions dealing with their ordinary conversation. In this case, she asked

some certain students individually and randomly. The questions asked were such

as, ‘What is your name ?; Do you need some help for your English speaking

class?, What can I do to make you speak English fluently?: May I know your

difficulties in English speaking class?; And so son. She moved on from one

student to another randomly to give some question as stated before.

When the collaborator teacher opened the class, most of the students

responded her excitedly and enthusiastically. It meant that most of them replied

the teacher’s questions well. Although some of them didn’t seem enthusiastic,

they still responded her rather well. But, again they didn’t show their high spirit.
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Perhaps they had low profile appearance, so they didn’t seem to be well motivated

like the other ones.

Their good respond could be seen from the way they welcome her. They

behaved politely and nicely when the teacher greeted them to open the class. They

also joined the class interactively. For example when she greeted them “Good

morning everybody”, the teacher said. “Good morning, madam”, the students

responded together. Then the teacher continued her greeting “How are you

today’?” “I am fine, and you?” they returned to ask. “I am very well, too, thank

you”, the teacher said.

Meanwhile, when she warmed up the class, most of’ them seemed to be

ready and strived to answer what the teacher asked. However, there were also

some students who looked unready to answer her questions. For example, when

she asked a certain student like: “Excuse me, boy. What’s your name?”, the

teacher asked. “My name is AS, the student AS answered. “What can I do for you

to improve your English speaking skill?” she said. “I need more chance to

poractice”, the student AS answered. “Would you like me to provide more times

for speaking practice?”, the teacher asked again. “That’s absolutely correct ” the

student AS answered, and so on. As I stated before that the teacher moved on

from one student to another to give daily light questions randomly.

b) Presentation (survival Activity)

In this part, I told the students the topic they were going to learn that day

using ‘GPPPt’ as the learning technique. The theme was “Refusing or Accepting

an Offer”. It was not strange for them because it might actually have been given
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by their English teacher in the previous junior high school. In this case, I applied

different learning technique to teach it again by the hope that they would get the

easier understanding, so that they would enjoy the teaching learning activity in the

class. I still had strong assumption that although it had been taught before, they

were still mostly confused to apply it in their daily communication.

To make the students recognize and understand well about the expressions

dealing with the topic, then I presented the basic material to all students by using

PPt. Besides, I also assigned them to browse in internet to enlarge their

understanding. Then, I explained it simply to make sure that the students attracted

to learn more about the material they were learning. Next, I asked the students to

repeat the expression loudly after me, to make sure that they improve their fluency

and vocabularies related to each expression based on the topics of the

presentation. I didn’t forget to remind them to regard my presentation as a model

or example.

Furthermore, I presented the example of model dialogue to all students

dealing with the topic. I then asked them to read the text. After that I gave a

chance to the students to ask whether there were any difficulties or not. Then I

asked some of them to practice the dialogue in front of the class as an example of

model dialogue and at the same time also asked the other students to pay much

attention to the practiced model.

When I was presenting the materials as the survival of the students, most

of them paid much attention to me attentively but some part of them didn’t. Those

who sat on the back right corner row near the wall made a little conversation but I
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didn’t know what they talked about. I only thought that they rather neglected me,

whereas, the others concerned their learning well. Altogether my presentation

took about twenty minutes.

c) Practice (Main Activity)

In this activity, the students were asked to perform their presentation

which had been prepared before the research by using ‘GPPPt’. However, before

doing this activity, I reminded them again about the procedures of implementing

GPPPt, hopefully the students were able to present and perform the oral practice

section within certain limited time well. I gave students the prepared rubric.

The fo1lowing is the sample flow of chart of the students’ presentation, in

which every group had to present any expressions based on the lottery and

demonstrate their oral practice section in the form of dialogue, conversation, or ini

dama using GPPPt.

Refusing an offer

Situation: The students, in group 7 are presenting their PowerPoint

presentation in front of the class. They are presenting ‘refusing an offer’. All

members of group 7 consisting of FNF, FAA, RDA and RPD opened the

presentation and introduced the team together. FNF started presenting the topic

and the definition or function of the topic. While FAA presented the expressions

used for offering things. Next, RDA presented the responses to refuse those

offering expressions. And RPD and FNF read out the model dialogue as example,

no acting here. It was only to written example of model dialog. And the next step

FNF, FAA, RDA and RPD performed simple mini drama or conversation showing
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‘refusing an offer’ orally. This is called oral practice section. In this performance

the team has to provide equipment to support their performance and illustrate the

real situation in order that the other students could understand the topic or the

material which the group was presenting.

Each group had to present their performance based on the lottery turn

number. When the first presenting team (group 7, i.e. FNF, FAA, RDA and RPD)

came forward to perform their presentation. Their topic was ‘refusing an offer’.

FNF, RDA and RPD presented and practiced their turn well, but FAA couldn’t.

He seemed to be in doubt and shy to present and express her post. I could say that

because his sound was so weak or low to hear. He also looked awkward or un-

easy to do, whereas his other three friends had been able to speak loudly and

clearly when they presented and practiced their post. At that moment, then I

reminded him to speak more loudly and clearly. “FAA, please speak more loudly

and clearly”. We don’t hear it, Okay?” I said. FAA looked at me and nodded

while saying ‘Yes, sir’ . One of the students sitting on the back also reminded him

“Yang keras, nggak kedengaran” Then, he spontaneously spoke a little more

loudly and clearly, but it was clear enough to hear.

At the time of group 7 was presenting and practicing their turn in front of

the class, the other students did various kinds of activities. Some students paid

attention seriously, some others prepared their mastering of the materials, some

others again behaved relaxedly while doing a little conversation with their closed

friends, and so on. Then, after group 7 was over, I said,” Give applause”. Most of

the students in that class applauded them. And those who didn’t do practicing yet,
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applauded them loudly. They seemed to be free from their burden, and smiled

freely at everyone.

Then the second performance was from group 1 (AS, YAH, DP and DAS).

The group presented and practiced “Expressing Thanks” in front of the class. At

the time they were moving forward to the front of the class, their friends gave

applause merrily. Group 1 looked better prepared and confident to do. At the same

time, I heard a sound from the back “Ini dia” said the male’s sound. Then AS

responded in English “Let’s see” while the other ones solely smiled nicely.

Perhaps, the team consisted of the smart students, so that they were welcomed by

the other friends’ applause.

After practicing, as a matter of fact that, they could perform and practice

their turn fluently and cooperatively. They could communicate their ideas in

English lively one to each other. They could practice without any problems

because they had already mastered the materials well. They spoke loudly and

clearly, so that every student could catch up their practicing easily. After the team

closed their presentation, spontaneously they were warmly applauded by their

friends merrily, not until did I tell them to.

Next, group 2 (AGP, IPY, EDA, FA and RAV) came forward to do the

same activity. They would like to present and practice “Refusing an Invitation”. In

this group, there was also a male member (IPY) who still got trouble. In this case,

he had the same case as the one in first presenting group before. The troubles were

being shy, nervous, afraid and so on which influenced his presentation and

practice in front of the class. He did it while smiling and smiling only as if he
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were not serious. However, he could he could answer and ask the questions

accordingly.

Furthermore, the fourth presenting group until the ninth group did the

same activity as the other earlier groups when their turns came. They were going

to do it in the second meeting.

As it was stated earlier that at every end of the presentation and practice, I

asked the other ones to applaud it. By the hope that, they would be motivated and

feel the class comfortable. Consequently, that the class would be noisy but it

would be interesting and exciting, not boring. So that the students would be,

excited and interested in joining the class. Hereby they would improve their

English speaking competence.

d) Production

To check the students’ result toward what they had just learned, I gave

some oral exercise and written ones as the production of the teaching learning

process which had been done using GPPPt. The oral questions were given

randomly to certain students, while the written questions were given on the paper

sheet. The total number of written questions was 10 numbers in the form of essay

while the time allotment for this activity was 10 minutes.

The aim of giving oral questions was to check their understanding about

what they had learned orally to know the improvement of their fluency,

vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar, and content. While written test was to

check their understanding about their comprehension written which related to the

structure of the grammar, spelling of the words, and so on.
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When I gave some questions to the students randomly, they seemed to be

quite and a little tense. ‘While I was walking from one student to another to give

questions such as “How do you offer something to someone?” I asked. The

student (AS) answered “May I help you?”. ‘Good’ I praised him and went to other

student (FNF) and asked “How do you refuse someone’s offer if he /she offers

you something?”. “No hanks, sir”. ‘Good’, I said. How do you offer some

candies?”. The student (TAW) replied “Would you like some candies?” the

student (DAS) replied. “Thanks, but I am full”, the student (UAC) responded.

“Very good”, I praised her, Etc. Among those who got questions, some had

shown their a little improvement in fluency, and content.

Meanwhile, the written test was given in the form of paper sheet. I

distributed the paper containing the question by the total number 10 points. I

asked them to write their answer on the answer sheet directly. The time allotment

for this activity was 10 minutes. Then, after receiving the paper, they did the

written exercises. I reminded them not to forget to write their names and their

sequence number on the top right. The following was the example of the written

exercises transcript to be done by the students:

Students’ exercises

Task 1

Complete these following dialog using expressions to offer or refuse an offer!!

The conversation (between two students) took place in a library.

1. Question : Good morning, can I help you find the book you need?
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Answer : ……………………..

2. Question : Would you like something to eat?

Answer : …………………….., I am not hungry.

3. Questi : …………………….. ?

Answer : Thanks any way, but I can manage it by myself..

4. Question : …………………………?

Answer : Nothing, thank you any way.

5. Question : Do you need some help? You are carrying a lot of things.

Answer : ………………………., everything is all right.

Task. 2

Use correct expression based on the situation!

What would you say if …

6. you want to offer some help to your friend?

Answer: ……………………..

7. you want to refuse someone’s offer to help you?

Answer: ……………………..

8. you want to offer some help to select the newest style of fashion?

Answer: ……………………..

9. you want to refuse someone’s offer to take you home from school?

Because you prefer going home by bus.

Answer: ……………………..

10. your mom offers her help to iron your clothes, but you refuse her

offer to help you, because you can do it by yourself.
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Answer: ……………………..

When the students did the above exercises, the class was quiet because

they did it seriously. No one made noise. Suddenly, heard a. female sound

breaking the class from the middle left row “Finished, Sir”. “Good. If you have

finished, bring your work to me. “Come on please! Bring it here!” I said. Then the

student (ANI) brought her answer sheet to be submitted. Other students followed

her to submit their answer sheets. They did their exercises in time. Not more than

ten minutes.

e) Closure

In this part, before closing the class, I reminded the them to study harder at

home and prepared the following presentation as good as possible. The topics for

the following meetings are these expressions: accepting an offer, accepting an

invitation, congratulating, expressing surprise, compliment and disbelief. And

every member of each team had to work cooperatively. Do browsing to enrich

your materials based on the topic. “Do you understand what I mean?” I asked

them. Yes, sir”. Most of the students answered. “Okay, let me speak in Indonesian

to get clear understanding. Jadi nanti pada pertemuan yang akan datang, setiap

anggota kelompok harus berperan lebih aktif untuk kekompakan grup. Yaitu baik

sebagai penyaji ataupun pada saat peragaan percakapan ataupun drama sederhana.

Do you understand now?”, I confirmed my explanation. “All right, yes, sir”, some

students answered. “Any questions so far?”, I gave them chance to ask their

difficulties. “No, sir”, they answered. Then, I told them, “Okay, if there is no
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question, let me end this class. Thank you very much for performance and

participation. See you next time. The students responded me “See you, sir”.

2) Second Meeting was held on April 17th, 2010.

In this session, the students were hoped so much to practice their own

English words by using GPPPt. As I told them previously that they had to present

and practice their turn better.

The steps were opening the class (warming up), presentation (surviving the

materials), presentation and practicing (students’ main activity), production

(check the students’ understanding), and the last was closure (Closing the class).

They would be explained in the following parts:

a) Opening the Class (Warming Up)

What I did in this part was not quite different from the activity in the first

meeting. But, before I began my presentation, I firstly gave questions about

previous lesson in order to remind the students’ memory. In this chance, the

students were expected to memorize the expressions of how to Refuse an Offer,

Refuse an Invitation, and Express Surprise in any conditions, how to use those

expressions in real situation.

When I began the class, the students seemed to be ready to join the lesson.

They sat on their seat neatly, and they mostly paid attention to my speaking

seriously. However, on the left side part, there were students who made a little

conversation but they didn’t disturb the class because they spoke softly.

Then, when I checked their attendance they raised their hands one by one

while saying “Yes, sir” or “Yes, I am here sir” or only “Yes” or even only raised
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his/her hand without saying anything by the time his/her name was called by their

teacher. On that day all students were present. In that class, there were complete

37 students.

Meanwhile, when I gave questions to check their memory about the

previous lesson, they mostly could answer well. They seemed having mastered the

previous material well. It could be seen, when they answered the questions, there

were no misunderstanding. The questions could be answered correctly and

acceptably by all the pointed students. Even the class looked a life because there

was a live communication between the teacher and the students interactively.

b) Presentation

In this part, I only reminded my previous explanation that every presenting

team had to perform better than those last meeting. I did it by telling them which

group was great and which one was the best among them at that time. It was

meant to enrich their understanding about the expressions dealing with the topic.

In this case, I gave another attractive model of presentation. Then I presented it

and asked the students to pay much attention to me. Next, I asked the students to

repeat the expression loudly after me, to make sure that they had to improve and

practice more about the correct pronunciation at lease most words which are

usually used in each expression based on the topics of the presentation. After that

I pointed some students to demonstrate simple presentation using PowerPoint in

front of the class as an example of model presentation. Then, I asked the students

whether there were still any questions or not.

When I was performing my presentation, the students joined the class
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attentively and enthusiastically. It could be seen from their appearing spirit while

joining the class. They seemed to be excited and interested in joining the class.

They didn’t seem to be bored and lazy. Even, at that time there had been a student

who bravely asked a question, such as “Excuse me, sir” asked the student (TAW)

while raising his hand. “Yes, what can I help you?”, I responded. “What is the

difference between ‘refusing an offer’ and ‘refusing an invitation?”‘, TAW

continued his question. Then I explained “Well, That’s a good question. Okay,

pay attention to me. I’d like to reply TAW’s question. Are you ready to join me?’

I confirmed. “Yes, sir”, they answered. Then, I continued, “Okay, The expressions

of ‘refusing an offer ‘is used to refuse any kind of offer, it can be something or

some help from other people. Perhaps someone offers something to eat, to drink,

to borrow or to help, etc. Do you understand what I mean? I asked them, “Yes,

sir” the students answered. “Good”, I said.

Then, I continued explaining the second expression. “All right, everybody

now that about ‘refusing an invitation’. Right, it is expression which is used to

refuse someone who invites us to do something. For example; someone invites

you to have lunch or dinner, going to movie, party, etc. So it refers to invitation to

do something. “Look at the slide and read”, I told them. And compare these two

short dialogs:

Dialog 1(Refusing an offer)

Ira : Would you like me to help you finish your homework?

Tom : No, thanks. I can do it by myself.

Dialog 2 (Refusing an invitation)
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Ira : Would you like to have dinner with me tonight?

Tom : Oh, I’d love to. But. I am afraid I can’t. I have a lot of homework.

Well, ‘Do you understand?’, I asked TAW “Yes, sir thank you”, And you all? ‘Do

you understand, too?  ‘Yes, sir. Thank you’, All students answered. “You are

welcome”, I said and continued giving a chance to another students to ask whether

there were still any questions or not. Because, it seemed that there were no

questions anymore then I continued to describe what they had to do in the

following activity.

c) Practice

In this part, I asked the forth presenting group until the seventh group to

present and practice their turn. In this case, they were asked to produce or use

their English more fluently. I reminded them not to be afraid of making mistakes,

because English is not their mother tongue. So mistake is common, but later on I

committed to correct them, in that class. Therefore, I once more reminded them

not to be afraid of making mistakes.

Furthermore, from the fourth until the seventh presenting groups did the

same activity as the other earlier teams when their turns came. The topics were

accepting an offer (group 4), accepting an offer (group 3), congratulating (group

6), expressing disbelief (group 9), expressing surprise (group 5), and expressing

compliment (group 8).

In this meeting there were also some students who still got difficulties.

And the problems were almost identical among one student to another. They were

being shy, doubtful, nervous, un-self confident, afraid to make mistakes, and so
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on. All of them influenced the appearance of each student. He/she seemed to do it

un-freely, so his/her sound was not able to catch up. It was so weak or low to hear,

whereas I often reminded them to do it freely.

As I stated earlier that at every end of the presentation and practice, I

asked the other ones to applaud it. Hopefully, they would be motivated and feel

the class comfortable. Consequently, that the class would be noisy but it would be

interesting and exciting, not boring. So that the students would be, excited and

interested in joining the class. Hereby they would improve their English speaking

competence.

I also reminded that in the third meeting the students had to present and

practice each position interchangeably. So every group had to practice the GPPPt

two or three times with the different topic determined by a lottery. By the hope

that the students could present and practice their English in any different situation

and characters, so that they would be accustomed to speaking English more

frequently.

d) Production

In this part, the students were asked to answer the questions dealing with

the topic orally. It was aimed to check toward what they had learned before. The

teacher pointed some of the students randomly to answer his questions. I moved

on from one place to another one. When I gave the students some questions they

were not tense anymore. They behaved relaxed while answering the question from

the teacher. The questions could be answered by the pointed students well and

acceptably. Those who got questions showed their acceptable fluency, vocabulary,
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and content.

e) Closure

Having finished all the activities on that day, then I ended the class by

saying thanks to the students for joining the class actively and attentively. I hoped

so much that the students could apply their English competence in their real daily

life. The next meeting there would be still two presenting teams. “Please get

everything ready and better”, I told them. Besides, I also reminded all students to

prepare the next meeting with the evaluation test dealing with the previous topics.

Before parting, I told them that I needed to remind and motivate each

group to present and practice better. I did it to make the class more alive and gain

objective assessment during applying the ‘GPPPt’. Finally; I said good bye for

parting.

3) Third Meeting was held on April 20th, 2010.

In this session, the students were hoped so much to practice their English

through GPPPt. As I told them previously that they had to present and practice

their turn better than before.

The groups had been warned and encouraged to make the class more alive

and gain the objective assessment during applying the ‘GPPPt’. In this case the

more competent students had been distributed and separated nearly evenly into

nine groups,

The steps were opening the class (warming up), presentation (surviving the

materials), presentation and practicing (students’ main activity), production

(check the students’ understanding), and the last was closure (Closing the class).
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They would be explained in the following parts:

a) Opening the Class (Warming Up)

What I did in this part was not quite different from the activity in the first

and second meeting. But, before I began my presentation, I firstly gave questions

about previous lesson in order to remind the students’ memory. In this chance, the

students were expected to memorize the expressions of how to accept an offer or

an invitation, congratulate, and disbelieve and how to use those expressions in

real situation.

When I began the class, the students seemed to be ready to join the lesson.

They sat on their seat neatly, and they mostly paid attention to my speaking

seriously. Everybody looks enthusiastic to join the class. It would be a good start I

thought.

Then, when I checked their attendance they raised their hands one by one

while saying “Yes, sir” or “Yes, I am here sir” or only “Yes” or even only raised

his/her hand without saying anything by the time his/her name was called by their

teacher. On that day all students were present too. In that class, there were

complete 37 students.

Meanwhile, when I gave questions to check their memory about the

previous lesson, they mostly could answer well. They seemed having mastered the

previous material well. It could be seen, when they answered the questions, there

were no misunderstanding. The questions could be answered correctly and

acceptably by all the pointed students. Even the class looked a life because there

was a live communication between the teacher and the students interactively.
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b) Presentation

In this part, I only reminded my previous explanation that every presenting

team had to perform better than those of last meeting. I did it by telling them

which group was great and which one was the best among them at that time. It

was meant to enrich their understanding about the expressions dealing with the

topic. In this case, I gave another attractive model of presentation. Then I

presented it and asked the students to pay much attention to me. Next, I asked the

students to pay more attention to the expressions to recognize the grammar, to

make sure that they improve their grammar mastery related to each expression

based on the topics of the presentation. I focused my explanation on the use of

auxiliary verbs (do, does, and be) and modals (can, may, must, will, shall, and

their past form). After that I pointed some students to demonstrate simple

presentation using PowerPoint in front of the class as another example of model

presentation. Then, I asked the students whether there were still any questions or

not.

When I was performing my presentation, the students joined the class

attentively and enthusiastically. It could be seen from their appearing spirit while

joining the class. They seemed to be encouraged and motivated to join the class.

They didn’t seem to be bored and lazy. At that time there had been some students

who bravely asked some questions, such as “Excuse me, sir” one of them (ANI)

asked while raising her hand. “Yes, what can I help you?”, I responded. “What is

the difference between ‘accepting an offer’ and ‘accepting an invitation?”‘, ANI

continued her question. Then I explained “Well, That’s an attractive question.
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Okay, pay attention to me. I’d like to reply ANI’s question. Are you ready?’ I

confirmed. “Yes, sir”, they answered. Then, I continued, “Okay, The expressions

of ‘accepting an offer ‘is used to accept any kind of offer, it can be something or

some help from other people. Perhaps someone offers something to eat, to drink,

to borrow or to help, etc. Do you understand what I mean? I asked them, “Yes,

sir” the students answered. “All right”, I said.

Then, I continued explaining the second expression. “All right, everybody

now that about ‘accepting an invitation’. Right, it is expression which is used to

accept someone who invites us to do something. For example; someone invites

you to have lunch or dinner, going to movie, party, etc. So it refers to invitation to

do something. “Look at the slide and read”, I told them. And compare these two

short dialogs:

Dialog 1(Accepting an offer)

Ira : Would you like me to help you finish your homework?

Tom : Certainly. That’s very kind of you.

Dialog 2 (Accepting an invitation)

Ira : Would you like to have dinner with me tonight?

Tom : I’d love to. What time and where?

Ira : Take it easy, I call you later.

Well, ‘Do you understand?’, I asked ANI “Yes, sir thank you”, And you all? ‘Do

you understand, too?  ‘Yes, sir. Thank you’, All students answered. “You are

welcome”, I said and continued giving a chance to another students to ask whether
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there were still any questions or not. Because, it seemed that there were no

questions anymore then I continued to describe what they had to do in the

following activity.

c) Practice

The eighth and ninth presenting groups had to present their performance

based on the lottery turn number. The first presenting team was group 5, i.e. INS,

ASI, LN and NA. They came forward to perform their presentation and practice.

Their topic was ‘expressing surprise’. INS, LN and NA presented and practiced

their turn well, but ASI couldn’t. He seemed to be in doubt and shy to present and

express her post. I could say that because his sound was so weak or low to hear.

He also looked awkward or un-easy to do, whereas his other three friends had

been able to speak loudly and clearly when they presented and practiced their

post. At that moment, then I reminded him to speak more loudly and clearly.

“ASI, please speak more loudly and clearly”. We can’t hear it, Okay?” I said. He

looked at me and nodded while saying ‘Yes, sir’. One of the students sitting on the

back also reminded him “Kurang banter, nggak kedengeran” He, still continued to

speak softly and unclearly.

At the time of group 5 was presenting and practicing their turn in front of

the class, the other students paid attention seriously. They join the class

enthusiastically and actively. After group 5 was over, I said,” Give applause”.

Most of the students in that class applauded them cheerfully.

Then the second performance was from group 8 (ANI, AM, MZ and

RMS). The group presented and practiced “Expressing Compliment/Admiration”
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in front of the class. At the time they were moving forward to the front of the

class, their friends gave applause enthusiastically. Group 8 looked better prepared

and confident. They were welcomed by the other friends’ applause.

At the time group 8 was performing their turn, as a matter of fact that, they

could perform and practice their turn fluently and cooperatively. They could

communicate their mind in English lively one to each other attractively. They

could practice without any problems because they had already mastered the

materials well. They spoke loudly and clearly, so that every student could catch up

their presentation and practice section as well easily. After the team closed their

presentation, spontaneously they were warmly applauded by their friends happily,

not until did I tell them to. They felt so attracted and impressed by their

performance. And I agreed with them. So, I and the collaborator teacher also

clapped our hands to support them.

d) Production

In this part, the students were asked to answer the questions dealing with

the topic orally. It was aimed to check toward what they had learned before. I

pointed some of the students randomly to answer my questions. I moved on from

one place to another one. When I gave them some questions the students had not

been tense anymore. They behaved relaxed while answering the question from the

teacher. The questions could be answered by the pointed students well and

acceptably. It seemed to me too that the other students (beyond the pointed ones)

looked curious to get chance. Those who got questions showed their acceptable

fluency, vocabulary, pronunciation, and content.
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e) Closure

Having finished all the activities on that day, then I ended the class by

saying thanks for the students joining the class actively and attentively. I hoped so

much that the students could apply their English competence in their real daily

life. Besides, I also reminded them to prepare the next meeting with the evaluation

test dealing with the previous topics.

Before parting, I told them that I needed to do the second lottery to decide

their topics and turns for the second cycle. I did it to make the class more alive

and gain the objective assessment during applying the ‘GPPPt’.

After deciding the topics, I asked each group to take the second lottery to

determine the turn. It was aimed to decide which group would do the first GPPPt

in the second cycle. Each group represented by one of the members took the

lottery which had been provided by the teacher. One by one the lottery had been

taken and the class situation rather noisy, because after having the lottery some of

them felt happy and yelled loudly because they got the last turning. Finally; I said

good bye for parting.

4) Fourth Meeting was held on April 24th, 2010.

In this part, I would evaluate the students in oral test. The activities only

consisted of opening the class, main activity (doing the oral test), and the last was

closure (ending the class). These followings were the detail description:

a) Opening the Class

Before going on my duty, I had to greet the students first. Then I checked

their attendance one by one to make sure that they had been complete. On that
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day, nobody was absent. They were complete 37 students.

Then I explained what they were going to do on that occasion. I told them

that I and the collaborator teacher would give a post test. It was a spoken test. It

was given to evaluate their understanding about the material they had just learned

previously, assessed from their fluency, vocabularies, pronunciation, grammar

and the content.

In the test I interviewed the students orally one by one to come to me.

Meanwhile, the other students had to wait outside the class patiently. Each student

would have three up to four minutes maximally to answer ten questions orally.

The questions which had been provided were taken from the materials dealing

with the previous topics of the lesson.

b) Main Activity

I gave the students spoken test. It was the Post Test 1. The collaborator

teacher helped me to call the students one by one. She started from the first

number. I interviewed him/her. Then, it was continued to the next number until

the last one. The other students waited for their turn outside the classroom

patiently while. The items for Post-test 1 can be seen in Appendix 11.

When the students joined the spoken test, the first three students seemed to

be nervous. Then the following students looked more confident to face the test.

Perhaps they had asked their earlier friends first. So they could make better

preparation. However they all seemed preparing their turns seriously. Those who

had not got the turn yet tended to behave seriously thinking. I and the collaborator

assessed each of them based on the rubric (fluency, vocabulary, pronunciation,
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grammar, and content) in the list of mark.

c) Closure

Having finished all the activities, then I ended the class by saying ‘thanks

to the students for attending and participating to join the test well. Before closing

the class I reminded them to study harder in order that, they could improve their

speaking competence. Besides, I also gave them a chance to ask if they have

difficult that they didn’t understand yet. I also told them the following topics they

were going to study next meeting. Finally, I said good bye to the class for parting.

c. Observing and Monitoring the Action

Observing and monitoring are very important to do because it can be used

as one of the indicators to know every student’s progress of the implementation.

Both of them were done by the writer as a researcher and observer during the

implementation of the action while the students were doing their activities.

By observing and monitoring the teaching and learning process in the first

cycle, I can see how far the effectiveness of teaching related to the approach and

technique I am using. In this part, I would like to describe what I have observed

and noticed for the teaching learning process which was on going at every

meeting. In this case, I divided my description into two parts. The first part is

observing for the teacher’s activity and the second one is for the students’ activity

at every meeting.

In the first meeting observation, I observed my activities in teaching and

learning process was on going in the class. First of all, when I opened the class, I

had tried striving to teach well. It meant that I strived to manage the class as well
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as possible by breaking a little tense situation. So that the students could join the

class enjoyably, relax, and excited. The students seemed to be fully free. It could

be seen from their behavior appearance when they were joining the class. They

seemed to be in doubt, shy or afraid. They did not laugh freely when they had to

smile and laugh at the funny sound or thing. After greeting them and the students

responded me then I checked their attendance one by one. When I checked them,

some of them raised their hand while saying “Yes, Sir” or only raised their hands

without saying anything.

Meanwhile, when I presented the materials, some of them seemed to

respond it seriously and enthusiastically but some didn’t and some were common,

whereas I tried to teach them well. I sometimes involved them interact the

materials I presented. When explaining the materials, I didn’t stay at one place

only but I often moved on from one place to another. My sound was loud and

clears enough to be caught up by the students. This enabled them to understand

my explanation. The students joined my presentation of material well. They were

quiet, although there were still a few students who made a little conversation but

they didn’t disturb the others. I sometimes reminded them, as like-, “Hello boys.

Are you with me?”, I Said. Then spontaneously one of them responded “Yes. Sir.

I am sorry”. In that moment, the students who sat in the middle front rows turned

their heads to the source of the sound or noise while smiling at them. And

sometimes, I looked at the place where the certain students made a talk or noise,

so that he/she would pay attention to me.

Meanwhile, when I offered a chance to ask any difficulties they got,
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suddenly there was a student raising his hand and asked, such as: “Excuse me,

Sir”, he said. “Yes, what can I help you, please?” I responded. “What is the

difference between the expressions of ‘complimenting’ and ‘congratulating’?’ AS

asked. Then I praised him and explained what he asked as detail as possible.

Besides, I had to make sure that the students had understood the presented

materials. In this case, there, were not many students yet who interacted bravely

by asking their difficulties to their teacher. They still responded the teaching

material receptively.

Then, when I asked the students to present and practice the expressions

using GPPPt, there were various kinds of appearances which were raising. Among

of them, there were some who welcomed it happily and enthusiastically even

commented with a little hard sound, there were some who responded commonly

without any much comment, and there were also some excited but they behaved

calm, only smiled at the collaborator teacher.

In practicing the GPPPt in the first cycle, the members of each group had

performed well. However, some of them still tended to imitate some of the words

or sentences given by the teacher as the examples. They didn’t fully produce their

own words by themselves yet, whereas, they were hoped to present and practice

their expressions by using their own words. Because, I had explained various

kinds of expressions, such as how to accept or refuse an offer. I gave more than

one expressions. For example:

Accepting an offer: Thank you

I’d love it very much
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I’d love to

That would be very nice

Sounds great

Etc.

Refusing an offer: No, thanks

I’d love to, but...

Sorry, I really won’t. Thanks anyway.

Etc.

They should use those expressions derivatively but in fact, some of them

still a little tend to imitate what had been stated on the given utterances in the

example.

Besides, there were also a few students who didn’t participate much. They

just behaved calmly in one side. Meanwhile, in the other side there were also a

few students who were a bit over active. They moved from one group to another

while talking with no burden. In this case, the students were allowed to wake up

from their seat to communicate their matter as preparation for their group

presentation and practice. So the class seemed to be a little noisy but the

collaborator teacher observed them that they enjoyed the activity. Then, every end

of the presentation and practice of each group, it was applauded by the class

merrily.

Furthermore, at the end of the meeting, when I closed the class, there were

not any questions from them although I had offered the chance to ask their

difficulties. I asked them whether they enjoyed the class activity or not. Then they
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responded that they enjoyed it. Most of them said that they felt happy to present

and practice their English by using that teaching technique. Before closing the

class I also reminded them to study harder, to prepare their study for the following

meeting. Finally, I closed the class by saying good bye for parting and the

students responded it.

d. Evaluating and Reflecting the Result of Implementation

The pre-test and Post-test 1 given to the students showed the improvement

of students’ speaking competence. The result of the action can be seen in

appendix 24 (Transcript of Each Element in Pre-test and Post-test 1). The general

result of the change and improvement of the students’ speaking competence can

also be seen in Chart 4.1.

Chart 4.1. The Average Score in The Pre-test and Cycle 1.

Fluency   Vocabulary   Pronunciation    Grammar Content

1) The Positive Result of Cycle 1

Based on the result of the pre-test and Post-test 1, it can be

concluded that the students have made improvement in their speaking

0

1

2

3

4

5
Pre-test

CYCLE 1
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competence, especially in: (1) making sentence(s) fluently; (2) using appropriate

vocabulary; (3) pronouncing the word(s) relatively accepted; (4) using correct

grammar to make sentence(s); and (5) using appropriate words or concepts for the

knowledge and experience of a general audience. It might be caused by their

activities, in which they had to work together in group. Through the group, they

could improve their knowledge, opinion, ideas, and creativity to increase their

fluency, vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar, and content, it could be seen the

improvement in Problem 1. After comparing the result of pre-test in which the

mean was 66.76 and the result of post-test in the first cycle in which the mean was

74.05 it can be concluded that there is a better progress than before. It means that

the students’ achievement has improved.

The influences of the action using GPPPt teaching technique in the first

cycle towards the Problem 2 is that the students’ interaction has been enhanced.

The students who used to: talk with their desk mates; lazily respond the teacher’s

questions; do non academic activities (such as drawing, scratching, playing

cellular phones or day dreaming); and neglect their learning aids, they mostly

have gradually changed not to do the same silly things again. They began to have

courage and willingness to ask and respond someone else’s question or statement.

Their less attention, slow speech act, non academic activities, laziness to use their

available learning aids, laziness to answer the teacher’s questions had been

decreased though not drastically.

Based on the result of the research findings in the end of Cycle 1, it can be

summarized the change and improvement shown in Appendix 25.
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Appendix 25. The Improvement of Research Findings

Situation before the research Cycle 1
Indicator Criteria Observation and test
A. Students’ Speaking Competence Meeting 1 Meeting 2 Meeting 3 Meeting 4 (Test 1)
1. The students

cannot make
sentence(s) or
express
ideasfluently.

 22 students
made many
fillers when
they make
sentence(s)
S1: Will you
… er.. .er . .
er . .
accompany
me .. to . . . er
. . . library?
(See
Appendix 24)

The
improvement  of
students’
competence is
not yet reported,
because it will
be seen from the
next meeting and
the result of the
post test of each
cycle

There are
many fillers
when they
make
sentence(s)

There are
many fillers
when they
make
sentence(s)

15students still
made many fillers
when they make
sentence(s)
(See Appendix 24)

2. The students
cannot use
appropriate
vocabulary

22 students were
not  able to use
appropriate
vocabulary
(See Appendix
24)

There are many
inappropriate
vocabularies
when they
express the topic

There are many
inappropriate
vocabularies
when they
express the topic

15students still used
inappropirate
vocabularies when
they express the
topic
(See Appendix 24)

3. The students’
pronunciation
is relatively
not accepted

 35 students
are not able
to pronounce
vowel ‘ə’ :
allow, they
pronounce it
/ / as in
/but/, /none/,
/son/.

 consonant ‘
’as in thanks,
they
pronounce it
/ t / as in
/tank/

 /tʃ/ : /much/
and  /st / :
/must/,  they
pronounce
them in the
same way,
i.e. /mʌst/ :
much as in
/must/

 diphthong ‘ei’
:
congratulatio
n,  they
pronounce it
/kənˌgræt.jʊˈl
æ.ʃ ə n/

(See Appendix
24)

The
improvement  of
students’
competence is
not yet reported,
because it will
be seen from the
next meeting and
the result of the
post test of each
cycle

 Many
students are
not able to
pronounce
-vowel ‘ə’,
-consonant
‘ ,diphthong
‘ei’
-differentiate

/tʃ/ : / and  /st
/
correctly

 Many
students are
not able to
pronounce
-vowel ‘ə’,
-consonant
‘ ,diphthong
‘ei’
-differentiate

/tʃ/ : / and  /st
/
correctly

 25 students are
still not able to
pronounce
-vowel ‘ə’,
-consonant
‘ ,diphthong
‘ei’
-differentiate

/tʃ/ : / and  /st /
correctly.

(See Appendix 24)

4. The students
cannot  make
grammatically
correct
sentence(s)

 35 students
are not  able
to use correct
expressions
based on
topic

 A lot of
students use

The
improvement  of
students’
competence is
not yet reported,
because it will
be seen from the
next meeting and

 Many
students are
not able to:
-use correct

expression to
refuse an
invitation
politely

Many
students are
not able to -
use correct
expression to
refuse an
invitation
politely

25 students are
not able to
-use correct
expression to
refuse an
invitation
politely
- use ‘are’ or
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‘are’ or ‘do’
before
modals

 Many
studends are
not able to
use correct
and polite
expression to
accept an
offer,
surprise, and
disbeliefs
correctly

the result of the
post test of each
cycle

- use ‘are’ or
‘do’
- use correct
and polite
expression to
an accept an
offer
- express
surprise
- express
disbeliefs
correctly

- use ‘are’ or
‘do’
- use correct
and polite
expression to
an accept an
offer
- express
surprise

- express
disbeliefs
correctly

‘do’ correctly
- use correct
and polite
expression to an
accept an offer
- express
surprise
- express
disbeliefs
correctly

5. The students

cannot use
appropriate
words or
concepts for
the
knowledge
and
experience of
a general
audience.

15 students’ are
able to use
appropriate
words or
concepts for
the knowledge
and experience
of a general
audience.

(See Appendix
24)

The
improvement  of
students’
competence is
not yet reported,
because it will
be seen from the
next meeting and
the result of the
post test of each
cycle

32 students are
able to use
appropriate
words or
concepts for the
knowledge and
experience of a
general audience.

(See Appendix 24)

6. The students’
speaking
achievement
is below the
minimum
standard of
achievement,
the SKM =
75.00.

The students’
mean of the pre-
test score is
66.76

From 37 students,
those who got
more than 7.5
were 2 students
(5.41%), those
who got the same
benchmark were
5 students
(13.51%), and
those who got
lower than 7.5
were 30 students
(81.08%).
(See Appendix
24)

The
improvement  of
students’
competence is
not yet reported,
because it will
be seen from the
next meeting and
the result of the
post test of each
cycle

The students’ mean
of the Post-test 1
score is 74.05

From 37 students,
those who got more
than 7.5 were
12students
(32.43%), those
who got the same
benchmark were
7students (18.92%),
and those who got
lower than 7.5 were
18 students
(48.65%).

Cycle 1
B. Classroom Situation Observation

Indicator Criteria Meeting 1 Meeting 2 Meeting 3 Meeting 4
1. When the

teacher
explains the
materials, the
students tend
to talk with
their desk
mates.

- Some students
do not pay
attention to the
materials
presented, but
they talk one
another about
their own
problem.

1. Explaining
and modeling

2. Group 7,
group 1 and
goup 2
performed
their
presentation
and
demonstrated
the oral
practice
section

A few students do
not pay attention
to the materials
presented, but
they talk one
another with their
desk mates

Fewer students
do not pay
attention to the
materials
presented, but
they talk one
another with their
desk mates

Less than 4 students
do not pay attention
to the materials
presented, but they
talk one another
with their desk
mates

2. When the
teacher ask
them, the

- Most of the
students do not
answer the

Some students do
not answer the
questions given

- Few students
do not answer
the questions

fewer students do
not answer the
questions given by
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students do
not answer
the  questions.

questions
given by the
teacher at once

3. When group 7
started
presentation,
all students
kept paying
attention. One
of them said,’
Ini dia’

4. After the team
closed their
presentation,
spontaneously
they were
warmly
applauded by
their friends
merrily, not
until did I tell
them to.

by the teacher at
once

given by the
teacher at once

the teacher at once

3. The students
tend to do non
academic
activities

- Some of the
students do
drawing
something,
some other
students do
scratching and
a few students
play their
cellular
phones.

- Few students
draw
something, few
students do
scratching and
few students
play their cell-
phone

- Fewer students
draw something,
few students do
scratching and
few students play
their cell-phone

4. The students
do not use the
available
teaching aids

- They do not
use their
dictionaries.

- They do not
use their
grammar or
speaking books

-A lot of students
do not use their
dictionaries.
-A lot of students
do not use their
grammar or
speaking books.

-Some students
do not use their
dictionaries.
-Some students
do not use their
grammar or
speaking books.

-A few students do
not use their
dictionaries.
-A few students do
not use their
grammar or
speaking books.

2) The Problem of Implementing Cycle 1

Although GPPPt had improved the students’ speaking competence in

Cycle 1, the researcher and the collaborator still found some weaknesses in

applying the actions. The collaborator observed that not all of the students did

their part maximally. Some of them were not active like the others. It was

necessary for the researcher to know the improvement of every student.

The problems which were found by the researcher were fluency;

vocabularies; pronunciation; and grammar. Based on Appendix 24 (Transcript of

Each Element in Pre-test and Post-test 1), it can be seen that only one student

(ANI) got maximum sore in fluency, vocabulary, and content. The maximum

score for each aspect was four. Meanwhile, no one got maximum score in

pronunciation and grammar.

The students had made good improvement in content. This can be seen

from 37 students, 32 students (86.49%) got maximum score (max score = 4) and
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only 5 students (13.51%) got 3. Anyway, they were not so bad by getting 3; they

could use words and concepts which are appropriate for the knowledge and

experience of a general audience.

Although there had been improvement in pronunciation and grammar

aspects, it was not so high. The passing grade based on the school benchmark

(SKM) was 3 or 75 (3/4 X 100 = 75). The mean or average of the improvement in

pronunciation and grammar was still very low, lower than fluency, vocabulary,

and content. Some of the total of the students are still not able to pronounce the

word(s) clearly and the also make many grammar mistakes. It can be seen  in

Table 4.6.

Table 4.6 : The comparison of the average score in pre-test and Post-test  1

Fluency Vocabulary Pronunciation Grammar Content
Final Mark

S = X SM
Pre-test 2.55 2.55 2.42 2.42 3.41 66.76

Post-test

1
2.85 2.85 2.62 2.62 3.86 74.05

The researcher discussed the problem with the collaborator and identified

that the main problem found in Cycle 1 was pronunciation and grammar. They

were so keen to pay much attention to the content, fluency, and vocabulary, so

that they did not pay much attention to the pronunciation and grammar. As a result

the students still mispronounced many words, since they did not get more chance

to practice pronunciation and they made ungrammatically correct sentence(s),

because they needed more time to understand grammar. The detail information

can be seen in Appendix 25.
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3) Recommendation

Based on the findings, weaknesses and strength found in the previous

section it could be concluded that the students still had problem in speaking,

especially in pronunciation and grammar.

After discussing the problem with the collaborator, I decided to continue

the research to overcome the main problem stated above. Then the research would

be continued to Cycle 2. It would be focused on the pronunciation and grammar.

2. Cycle 2

Based on the reflection in the Cycle 1, the students still encountered some

problems in pronunciation and grammar. I and the collaborator decided to

continue the research to Cycle 2 which covers: (1) revised planning; (2) action; (3)

observation; and (4) reflection. The summary of the implementation of Cycle 2

can be seen in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5. The summary of the implementation in Cycle 2

Cycle 2

P
la

nn
in

g

Optimizing the plan about what kind of action will be carried out and prepare
everything dealing with the action research requirements such as the material that is
going to be taught, revise lesson plans, prepare some observation sheets to record
the students’ activities, prepare teaching aids and test instruments, etc.
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A
ct

io
n

M1: Carring out the lesson plan in the classroom, started by teacher’s presentation.
The stages are opening the class, presentation, practice, production, and closure.
The topicis are “accepting an invitation (group 3), expressing disbelief (group 5),
expressing thanks (group 7) and refusing an offer (group 8)”
Improving pronunciation and grammar

M2: Continuing the performance of the next presenting groups, started by teacher’s
presentation. The stages are the same as the first meeting.
The topicis are ‘group 1 (expressing surprise), group 4 (congratulating), group 2
(expressing compliment), group six (refusing an invitation) and the last would be
group 9 (accepting an offer)

Practicing pronunciation and grammar
M3: Post Test 2

O
bs

er
va

ti
on

Indicator  A: 1. SS expressed their ideas faster than  that in earlier cycle
2. SS used word(s) based on the topic
3. Most of the SS pronounced the word(s) more correctly than before
4. Fewer SS still used ‘do’ or ‘are’ to start  question with modals
5. A lot of SS can use appropriate words or concepts for the knowledge

and experience of a general audience.

Indicator B: 1. R: SS were more active, either the audience or the presenters
2. SS were more improved,  alive, enjoyable and enthusiastic.

Some SS looked more attentive to the presenting group. Class had
increased as the expected one, more alive, more fun and enjoyable.

3. C: R had optimized the planning and acting stages.
4. C:The technique used enabled the SS to learn and memorize the material

easily
5. C: The SS worked cooperatively and happily.

Ad. R : Researcher, C : Collaborator, SS : Students.

R
ef

le
ct

io
n

Indicator  A (+):
1. Most of the SS started speaking more fluently than before
2. Most of the SS’ had increased their vocabularies based on topic.
3. Only a few SS still a little mispronounced the word(s), but understandable.
4. Only a few SS still used ‘do’ or ‘are’ to make question with modals
5. A lot of SS can use appropriate words or concepts for the knowledge

and experience of a general audience.

Indicator  A (-): A many SS still a little mispronounced the word(s); and made a few
grammar mistakes.

Indicator B (+): GPPPt Improved SS ability and participation, enthusiasm, various
activities; success in group work cooperation and improved SS’
individual motivation.

(-): Few SS still didn’t pay full attention to the presenting groups.

G
en

er
al

R
ef

le
ct

io
n After finishing Cycle 1 and Cycle 2, the problem is over. Change and improvement have

been clearly seen. But any concept and the teaching learning strategy using GPPPt will be
continuously carried out in the researcher’s classrooms teaching and learning process.
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a. Revised Planning

The students’ problem in pronunciation were: mispronouncing vowel ‘ə’;

consonant ‘ ’; diphthong ‘ei’; and differentiating /tʃ/ : / and  /st /, and the

problems in grammar were: using: ‘are’; ‘do’; and modals correctly. I planned

activities in Cycle 2 which was hoped to be able to overcome those main

problems. The students had to conduct the second GPPPt. The researcher arranged

and revised a lesson plan as follows: (1) constructing instructional objective; (2)

designing activities; (3) implementing GPPPt as the technique; (4) arranging the

students’ task; (5) preparing equipments; and (6) designing oral assessment. The

revised lesson plan can be seen in Appendix 2.

b. Implementing the Action

Based on the revised planning above, this second cycle was principally not

quite different from the first cycle action. I also divided the action into five terms

namely opening the class (warming up), presentation (material survival), practice

(applying the GPPPt), production (task-based), and the last was closure (closing

the class). Since every member of each has been more accustomed to applying the

GPPPt than it was in the first cycle, so these five steps were conducted in three

meetings. The first two meetings were for presenting and practicing the materials

implementing GPPPt. Four groups get their turns in the first meeting and the other

five groups get theirs in the second meeting. The third meeting was carried out to

evaluate the result of teaching learning process which had been done. It was  Post-

test 2. While the time allotment for each meeting is 2 x 45 minutes. The topics for
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the second cycle were “refusing an offer, refusing an invitation, accepting an

offer, accepting an invitation, expressing surprise, expressing disbelief,

congratulating, complimenting, and expressing thanks”.

1) First Meeting was held on May 4th, 2010

In this part, the teacher did a set of activities related to the teaching

learning process which consisted of opening the class (warming up), presentation

(surviving the materials), practice (students’ main activity), production (Checking

the students’ understanding about the materials), and closure (ending the class).

The detail information would be explained in the following parts:

a) Opening the class (warming up)

I and my collaborator firstly greeted the students and they respond it.

When we greeted them, they seemed to be more responsive, curious and

enthusiastic. It can be seen from their behavior before we came into the class, they

greeted us such as “Good morning, Sir”, “Good morning, Ma’am”, they said. Of

course, I and the collaborator teacher also responded it well and friendly while

saying thanks to them. Then a few minutes later, the collaborator teacher checked

their attendance one by one. When his/her name was being called, he/she raised

their hands while saying “Yes, sir” or “Yes, sir. I’m here”. All of them did it

identically. Fortunately, there were no absent students.

After checking the students’ attendance, I reminded their memory for the

previous lesson by giving some questions randomly dealing with the theme. When

I did this, the students answered well. Most of them could answer my questions
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acceptably. They seemed understand what they had learned in the previous topics.

b) Presentation

In this part, I told the students about the topic they were going to learn that

day. The topics were “accepting an invitation (group 3), expressing disbelief

(group 5), expressing thanks (group 7) and refusing an offer (group 8)”. I then

presented the materials to the students with PPt and gave them the handouts. After

that I asked them to pay attention to the slides while listening to my explanation.

In this meeting I focused on improving the students’ pronunciation and grammar.

Then I pronounced some new words correctly and asked them to repeat and

memorize those words to increase their pronunciation. I reminded them to

memorize at lease the words which are commonly used in each expression based

on the topic. I also explained the use of ‘are’; ‘do’; and ‘modals’ to increase their

grammar mastery related to the topic.

Furthermore, I explained the expressions dealing with the topics. For

instance, some specific expressions commonly used to accept an offer, express

disbelief, express thanks and refuse an offer. In this meeting I also presented some

materials to improve the students’ fluency and vocabularies enrichment. I showed

some other expressions and the related vocabularies as well which are usually

used in everyday conversation, for example, how to refuse politely or usually. In

this case, I also gave some alternatives expressions. I told them “ You must be

initiative and creative to dig up ideas, and do not to be afraid of making mistakes

when expressing your ideas to improve your fluency”. And the students said, “All

right, Sir”. Through this activity, I hoped so much that the students could explore
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not only their minds but also vocabularies acquisition.

When I was presenting the materials, the students seemed to pay much

attention seriously. They all looked at slides. The class was quiet enough. There

was no noise. However, when the teacher involved them to interact with the

materials, it changed to be a little noise, because the teacher gave some examples

by giving some questions directly to the certain students randomly. I moved on

from one place to another place while giving the questions friendly to certain

student. And the students tried to respond it as well as possible.

At the end of my presentation, I gave a chance to ask something they

didn’t understand yet. In this part, there was a question from the female student

whose name is INS. She raised her hand and asked, “Excuse me, Sir”, “Well. Yes,

what can I help you?”, I said. “When do we ‘accept an offer’ and when do we say

thanks?” INS continued her question. Then I explained “Well, That’s an

interesting question. All right, pay attention to me. I’d like to answer INS’

question. Are you all ready?’ I confirmed. “Yes, sir”, they replied. Then, I

continued, “Well, firstly, you accept an offer when you are sure you need it. I

mean when someone offers you something, either some help or something to eat,

to drink or to do, and you think you welcome it, of course, you can accept it. So,

please don’t be clumsy to refuse it when you think you can’t. For example, your

friend, LP, offers you some help and says, “Can I help you finish your mathematic

homework?” You know she is smart at that subject and you really have problem

to finish your homework. In this case, of course you accept it, will you?, I replied.

“Is it clear enough to understand?”, I asked them. “Yes, Sir. We understand”, INS
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and her friends answered together.

Then, I continued explaining the second question. “All right, everybody

now that about ‘when do we say thanks?’ Right, it is expression which is used to

words or actions that show you are grateful or pleased about something. So when

someone gives or does something for you and you accept it, you have to say

thanks. This is the way when you are grateful to someone for their kindness to

you”, I explained. For example, someone gives you something, and you feel

happy with it, please say thanks.

Well, ‘Do you understand?’, I asked INS “Yes, sir. Thank you”, And you

all? ‘Do you understand, too?  ‘Yes, sir. Thank you’, All students answered. “You

are welcome”, I said and continued giving a chance to another students to ask

whether there were still any questions or not. Since it seemed that there were no

questions anymore then I continued to describe what they had to do in the

following activity. Furthermore, I told them that they would start their

presentation and practice using GPPPt again with the second topic each group had

got through the lottery.

c) Practice (Main Activity)

In this activity, as in usual, the class had been divided into nine groups,

eight groups of four students and another group of five. Not to waste he time, I

directly asked the students to start their presentation using PPt. The first topic was

Accepting an Invitation which was presented by group 3 (DAP, DOS, IFM and

IWK). This following is the sample flow of chart performed by group 3.
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Accepting an invitation

Situation: The students, in group 3 are presenting their PowerPoint

presentation in front of the class. They are presenting ‘accepting an

invitation’. All members of group 3 consisting of DAP, DOS, IFM and IWK

opened the presentation and introduced the team together. DAP started

presenting the topic and the definition or function of the topic. While DOS

presented the expressions used for inviting. Next, IFM presented the

responses to accept those inviting expressions. And DAP, DOS, IFM and

IWK read out the model dialogues as examples. And the next step DAP,

DOS, IFM and IWK performed simple drama or conversation showing

‘Accepting an Invitation’.

The sample of the PPt slides and hand out can be seen in Figure 4.2. in List of

table.

When I asked group 3, the first turn to come forward to present and

practice it, the class applauded to support them and also to avoid the tense

situation. The group could do it well. Each member of the group presented

fluently. And everyone in that team could demonstrate the oral practice section,

like mini drama, well too. Then at the end of the presentation and practice, the

class applauded them again. The class looked excited and merry. I also gave them

praise “That’s a very good performance”.

Then I invited the second turn, group 5 and so-forth until the fourth

presenting team interchangeably. As many as four presenting groups got turn to

perform their presentation in the first meeting. In general, each group could
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present and practice their turn well. Only a few students still felt doubtful to

perform their turns because it might have been his/her personal own characteristic.

So it was difficult to change it. But at least, they had been able to present and

practice it better than that in their first presentation in cycle one. Because of the

limited time, I still couldn’t change each character quickly, so that it would be

done in the following meeting.

d) Production (task-based)

To know the students understanding about what they had learned, I gave

assignment to do. I asked them to answer the question base on the topics

expressions they had known. Then I distributed the copied exercises paper to the

students. They had to write the answer directly on that given paper. The time

allotment to do was ten minute, and then they had to submit it. The following is

the transcript of the students’ assignment;

Students’ assignment

Task I

Complete the dialog by using correct expressions!

1. Question : I’ like you to come to my birthday party on Tuesday

afternoon?

Answer : Thanks, …………………………………..

2. Question : Would you like to watch new film with me on Saturday

night?

Answer : Yes, that ……………………..

3. Question : Do you know our friend, Budi? He won the first prize in
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Biology Olympiad held by ITS Surabaya yesterday.

Answer : Really? …………………………

4. Question : Here is some money for you. You can use it to buy

important things you badly need.

Answer : ………………………, Sir. You are very kind.

5. Question : Would you like me to help you carry your laptop?

Answer : …………………………......, I can carry it by myself.

Task. 2

Use correct expression based on the situation!

1. Someone invites you to have dinner in a sea food restaurant. You are

very happy because sea food is your favorite meal. What do you say to

him/her?

Answer : ……………………………………

2. Your friend tells you that you won a lottery from a bank. But you don’t

believe it, because you don’t have any account in a bank. What do you

say?

Answer : ……………?  …………………………

3. Your mother offers you a new jacket to buy for you. But you don’t like

jacket. What do you say to your mom?

Answer : …………………………………….

4. What do you say if help you solve your difficult problem.

Answer : ……………………………….

5. What do you say if someone says ‘thanks’ to you?
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Answer : ………………………………..

e) Closure (Ending the Class)

After finished all the activities in that day, I then ended the class by

saying thanks for the students’ participation in joining the class actively and

attentively. I told them that I expected them to be able to apply what they had

learned and achieved in their real daily life. At least, they could use it practically

each other with their friends. Before parting, I reminded them again to study

harder for the following meeting. And finally, I said see you for parting.

2) Second Meeting was held on May 8th, 2010

In this part, I did the same activities as the previous meeting namely

opening the class (warming up), presentation (surviving the materials), practice

(students’ main activities), production, and closure (ending fire class). The detail

information would be explained in the following parts:

a) Opening the Class (Warming up)

What I did in this activity was not quite different from the activity in the

first meeting. Firstly, I greeted the students. Secondly, I checked their attendance

on that day. Then, thirdly I gave questions randomly to remind the previous

lesson. And the last I told the topics of that day which they were going to learn

together.

When I did the above activity, the students responded it warmly. It seemed

the class had changed a lot to be more attentive and comfortable. It meant that the

students had been more familiar with the collaborator teacher too. When she came
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into the class, all of the students welcomed her warmly, while waking up from

their seats and greeted her. So before the class began, it had looked exciting and

pleasant.

Then when the collaborator teacher checked their presence, all of the

students, one by one, after she  called his/her name he/she raised his/her hand and

said “Yes, Ma’am” or “Yes, Ma’am, I am here”, etc. It meant there had been an

interaction between the teacher and the students. Besides, their behavior had been

more relaxed and friendly than before.

Henceforth when I gave the questions randomly, they seemed not to be

afraid anymore to respond it in English. They could answer all the questions

correctly and acceptably. Even they answered the questions in relaxed atmosphere

and friendly. They did it while smiling at the teacher mostly. They responded it as

if they were having chat with their close friends.

b) Presentation (Surviving the Materials)

In this part, before I started my presentation, I reminded some important

expressions used when they would express ‘Accepting an Invitation, Disbelief,

Thanks and Refusing an Offer’. Because those materials had been learned and

explained in the first meeting. I didn’t present the material so much, because I had

presented all of the topics before. I solely focused my presentation on

pronunciation and grammar, in which some students still had problem with them.

I pronounced some new and difficult words many times, while asking them to

repeat those loudly after me. I gave them more detail explanation and exercises on

grammar which is usually used in their topics, especially the difficult ones. Since
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some students still have problem with the use of modals (can, could, will, would,

may) and auxiliary verbs (do, does, did, are, is am), then I explained those again.

When I finished my presentation, the students responded well. Suddenly,

there was a female student, UAC raising her hand and said “Excuse me, Sir”.

“Yes, any question?”, I responded her. “What is the difference between

‘Expressing Congratulation’ and ‘Expressing Compliment?’, she asked me in

English well. “Good. Your English is good! Thank you”, I praised her. Then I

explained in detail what she asked just then. After that I asked her whether she

had understood what she asked or not yet, including the class (the other students)

to make sure that they had really understood the difference).

c) Practice (Main Activity)

In this activity, Group one, Group two, Group four, Group six and Group

nine had to present their performance based on the lottery turn number. In this

second meeting they would continue their presentation. There were still five

presenting groups which were going to perform their turns. They were group 1

(Expressing Surprise), group 4 (Congratulating), group 2 (Expressing

Compliment), group six (Refusing an Invitation) and the last would be group 9

(Accepting an Offer).

The first presenting team was group 1 (AS, YAH, DP and DAS).  The

group presented and practiced “Expressing Surprise” in front of the class. At the

time they were moving forward to the front of the class, their friends gave

applause merrily. Group 1 looked so confident to do. At the same time, I heard a

sound from the back “Inilah dia” said the male’s sound. Then AS responded in
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English “here we are” while the other ones only smiled nicely. They remembered

the first performance of this team in Cycle 1 was attractive, so that they welcomed

this group by great applause.

As a matter of fact they could perform and practice their turn fluently and

cooperatively. They could communicate their mind in English lively one to each

other. They could practice without any problems because they had already

prepared the materials well. They spoke loudly and clearly, so that every student

could catch up their performance easily. After the team closed their presentation,

spontaneously they were warmly applauded by their friends merrily, not until did I

tell them to.

At the time of group 1 was presenting and practicing their turn in front of

the class, the other students joined the class attentively, enthusiastically and

actively. After group 1 was over, I said,” Give applause”. Most of the students in

that class applauded them cheerfully.

Then the second performance was from group 4 (FSP, HRJ, LKN and

LDA).  The group presented and practiced “Expressing Congratulation” in front

of the class. At the time they were moving forward to the front of the class, their

friends gave applause enthusiastically. Group 4 looked better prepared and

confident. They were welcomed by the other friends’ applause.

At the time group 4 was performing their turn, in fact they could perform

and practice their turn fluently and cooperatively. They could communicate their

ideas in English lively one to each other attractively. They could practice without

any problems because they had already mastered the materials well. They spoke
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loudly and clearly, so that every student could catch up their presentation easily.

After the team closed their presentation, spontaneously they were warmly

applauded by their friends happily, not until did I tell them to. And I agreed with

them.

Furthermore, when group two, group six and group nine performed their

presentations, every team did their turn well and fluently. Group two which often

got stuck when performing their presentation and practice in previous turn,

showed us great performance. The team had good cooperation. While in group

six, one of the members (BPB) who spoke unclearly and slowly in their first

performance had changed drastically. He spoke loudly, clearly and confidently.

And the last performance was group nine. This team performed well too.

Everybody spoke confidently and relaxedly. They didn’t seem nervous anymore.

At the time of oral practice section of their presentation, everyone played

their position or character well too. So, altogether there had been a lot of changes

and improvements in this meeting. All students looked so enthusiastic and

enjoyable. They looked comfortable.

d) Production

The students were asked to answer the questions orally dealing with the

topic randomly. It was done to know how far they had understood the material

they had learned before. I walked from one place to another to give questions. The

students seemed to be ready to answer my questions. While doing this activity, I

and the collaborator teacher also observed the students’ fluency, vocabularies,

pronunciation, grammar and the content to see their improvement beyond the
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post test. Then I distributed the copied exercises paper to do. The form of the

exercises was essay, and there were 10 numbers to be answered. The allotment to

do this was only ten minutes, not more.

e) Closure (Ending the Class)

As in usual before closing the class I had to remind the students to study

harder. Besides, they also had to prepare the following meeting. I told them that

the next meeting they would get evaluation (post test 2) dealing with the topics

and expressions they had just learned. I encourage them to prepare the test as well

as possible to get better mark. The last I said ‘see you’ for parting, on the other

hand the students also responded it well and happily.

3) Third Meeting was held on May 11th, 2010.

In this part, I gave Post Test 2 to the students. It was an oral test. It was

given to know their understanding about the material they had just learned

previously, assessed from their fluency, vocabularies, pronunciation, grammar

and the content. I gave each student three up to four minutes to answer my

questions orally.

In this parts, the teachers’ activities were only opening the class,

administering evaluation (main activity), and closure (ending the class). The

following were the detail information about the above parts:

a) Opening the Class

Before going on my activity, I firstly greeted the students and asked how

they were that day. Then I told them that they would have an evaluation test

orally. So I hoped so much that they were ready to join it.
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b) Main Activity

In this part, I was helped by the collaborator asked the students to stay

outside first, and then we called them one by one to face me to get an oral test. It

was Post Test 2. I and the collaborator assessed each of them based on the rubric

(fluency, vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar, and content) in the list of mark.

The post-test items can be seen in Appendix 12. When the students took the oral

test, those who awaited their turns were so busy to prepare themselves. They did it

in order to be able to answer the questions correctly. That was why outside the

class they were a bit noisy because some of them practiced a simple conversation,

but some did nothing, perhaps they had been ready to respond the teacher’

questions.

c) Closure

As in usual, I thanked to the students for their attendance and attention for

joining the test seriously. I expected so much that everything that they had learned

together could give some advantages for their English communication, so that

they could apply it in their real daily communication with others. Finally, I said

good bye for leave taking. Then the students responded it and said thanks so much

for the lesson.

c. Observing and Monitoring the Action

In this cycle, the monitoring was carried out during the implementation of

the action. In general, the teaching learning process had been going on better than

the first cycle. There was not any complain stated by the students related to

English speaking class.
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By applying GPPPt, the students would acquire a habit to speak up,

although it had to be started from simple ideas up to the more complex ones as for

senior high school grade. Otherwise, it would be difficult to own an English

speaking habit. Logically, if ones are accustomed to speaking up English either

from structured or moreover unstructured conversation; they will be able to

improve their English fluency gradually but surely. Because, principally language

is a habit formation, so what kind of language included English, if we practice it

as a habit, it will be easier to do. It is said that ‘practice makes perfect’.

In the second cycle, the students began to have a habit to express their

English speaking with others. It really supported and motivated them to achieve

English speaking competence. It could be seen from their paying attention and

participation toward the teaching learning activity. There had been any life

interaction between the students and their teacher or between one student and the

other ones. They also had closer relationship among them because in performing

their presentation they had to be responsible for their each turn. Besides, they had

to exchange the character in the oral practice section of the presentation. So willy-

nilly, they had to cooperate one to each other to have attractive performance.

Their vocabularies also improved to be better than before because besides

they had to keep remembering both the presentation part turn and expressions

during the practice section. They also had to search the new ones when they had

to arrange their own sentences by themselves. Meanwhile, their pronunciation and

grammar had been improved although not so high. Meanwhile, their fluency had

been increased because they often spoke up many times.
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The quality of the teaching and learning process in cycle two had

improved. Some students who usually were not active in the previous cycle began

to be more active and responsive in this cycle. They became active in listening the

teacher’s explanation, paying serious attention and repeating the presented

expressions, and pronouncing the difficult word(s). So, they could acquire fluency

in expressing their ideas in English.

Most of the students began to be active either in paying attention to the

teacher’s explanation or in answering the teacher’s questions or instructions.

When I began to explain the material, no students neglected it. They all paid much

attention to my explanation. When they demonstrated their oral practice section of

the presentation (mostly in the form of mini drama with acting and supporting

accessories) in front of the class, they were excited to do it. When every

presenting team performed their oral practice section through simple mini drama,

the other students always paid serious attention and sometimes they laughed and

were impressed. And when the teacher gave opportunity to ask their difficulties,

they also used the chance to ask their problems.

Especially for the fast learners, actually there was no meaningful problem

for them. However, for those who were in slow learners category, as stated in the

previous cycle they would have difficulties to join the lesson which needed

creativity and innovation. In the second cycle I had given them more attention to

support in achieving the materials and courage to express their ideas more quickly

in English. For those who were just keeping silent during the class activity and

passive, I led and gave them more opportunity to prepare their presentation
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materials and expressions used in oral practice section before coming at their turn.

I tried to apply any suitable approaches to support their study better.

By observing the students’ activities in every action, it could be stated that

the treatment or implementation which I had carried out by using GPPPt was

suitable to improve the students’ English speaking competence. The obvious

evidence could be seen from their achievement which was reflected by their

scores after each action test.

d. Evaluating and Reflecting the Result of Observation

The Post-test 2 given to the students would show the improvement of the

students’ speaking competence. The result of the action can be seen in chart 4.2.

below : Chart 4.2. The Average Score in The Pre-test, Post-test 1 and Post-test 2

Fluency       Vocabulary  Pronunciation    Grammar         Content

It can be seen in the chart that the students’ speaking competence was also

improved in cycle 3. The improvement occurred in every element or aspect of

assessment: fluency, vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar and content. The

reflection included : (a) the positive  result of Cycle 2;  (b) the problem of

applying Cycle 2; (c) the strengths of GPPPt; and (d) the weaknesses of GPPPt.

0

1

2

3

4

5 Pre-test

Cycle 1

Cycle 2
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1) The Positive Result of Cycle 2

The improvement of the students’ speaking competence had occurred

espcially in: (1) making sentence(s) fluently; (2) using appropriate vocabulary; (3)

pronouncing the word(s) relatively accepted; (4) using correct grammar to make

sentence(s); and (5) using appropriate words or concepts for the knowledge and

experience of a general audience. In this cycle the improvement showed

consistency of the progress in every cycle. It happened because through GPPPt:

(1) Students were paired up into groups, in which smart students were distributed

evenly to each of it for objectivity; (2) Each team got a topic of interest from the

course of study through a lottery; (3) After having selected  a topic,  then each

group  designed their presentation; (4) each group provided suitable information,

pictures, videos or photos that they added to the slides; (5) They showed some

expressions commonly used in the topic including the responses, example of

model dialog or conversation of two or more speakers using those expressions,

and the simple mini drama which was then demonstrated orally by the group in

oral practice section of the presentation; and (6) Students, in group, should present

their PPt slides in front of the class one by one based on their part, practice the

expressions used in the topic orally with acting and supported with something

used as aids to illustrate the situation which is then ended by closing.

Through GPPPt each member had to present their part orally.  It means

that the students had to speak fluently. Next, that they had to use the appropriate

vocabulary based on the topic. Then, through personal presentation students had

to use accepted pronunciation. When presenting their each part, the students had
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to use correct grammar to make the audience understand. And the last one, when

presenting their each part the students had to use appropriate words or concepts

for the knowledge and experience of a general audience to catch the message or

content.

As the result when the students had to take oral test in Post-test 2 test, they

could do it well.  Almost all of them had been able to make sentence(s) fluently.

They could use appropriate vocabularies based on the topic, pronounce those

words acceptably and use correct grammar (do, are and modal) when making

sentence(s) and the last one they could use appropriate words or concepts for the

knowledge and experience of a general audience.

It has been stated that the result of GPPPt Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 are:  the

improvement of: (1) making sentence(s) fluently could be reached by designing

the slide show, preparing personal part of presentation, and performing the mini

drama oral practice section in group. By presenting and working together in

group, the students had chance to share and show their knowledge, opinion, ideas,

and creativity. It motivated the students to be more confident as their other

friends  appreciated their opinion; (2) using appropriate vocabularies could be

reached by giving  chance to the students to watch other groups’ performance and

perform their own presentation. Besides, they also had chance to develop their

vocabularies from the researcher’s presentation. Giving comment, suggestion or

questions to the other groups’ performance made the students could memorize

many appropriate vocabularies. Watching other students’ performance would

inspire the students to have beter performance; (3) using the acceptable
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pronunciation could be reached  when the students listened and repeated the

word(s) read out by the researcher in his presentation; (4) Learning how to use

are, do and modals to make questions or answer it by paying attention to the

teacher’s presentation and explanation. They asked their problem or difficulties in

grammar to the researcher or collaborator; (5) using appropriate word(s) or

concepts  for the knowledge and experience of a general audience, could be

reached by doing personal presentation part, performing mini drama oral practice

section. Practicing individual performance in cycle 2 when they had to present

their part and performing the mini drama performance, increased the students’

self-confidence. The students could perform their section intensively when they

had to perform drama, because they had to make contact both with the audience

and the other characters.

There were many other advantages taken by the students when doing the

GPPPt dealing with fluency, vocabularies, pronunciation, grammar, content,

leaning joyfully, and student-centered class, which will increase their speaking

competence.

2) The Problem of Implementing Cycle 2

There were some problems found when the researcher was doing activities

in Cycle 2. Firstly, this technique needed much time. But the time given by the

researcher was not enough, so the students did not perform the drama maximally.

If there were much longer time, as the idea of one of the students, the drama could
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be done in better performance by using more of equipments such as costumes,

sounds, and other properties.

Secondly, the activities were done in group; it did not make each member

of the team work maximally.  They sometimes let the other students did the tasks.

The form of Post-test 2 was oral test. The items can be seen in appendix 12.

Based on the post-test in Cycle 2, it was found that it solved all problems

founded in Cycle 1. Although it was not so high, the improvement was shown

much in pronunciation and grammar.  The students were so interested to learn and

practice the correct pronunciation using Cambridge Advanced Learner’s

Dictionary. Meanwhile, the students improve their capability to use are, do and

modals to make questions or answer it by paying attention to the teacher’s

presentation and explanation.  They do not use are or do when making yes/no

question with modals. The average of the students’ grade can be seen in the table

below:

Table 4.7. The average score in Pre-test, Post-test 1 and Post-test 2

Fluency Vocabulary Pronunciation Grammar Content
Final Mark

S = X SM
Pre-test 2.55 2.55 2.42 2.42 3.41 66.76

Post-test 1 2.85 2.85 2.62 2.62 3.86 74.05

Post-test2 2.99 2.99 2.81 2.81 3.95 77.70

3) The Strengths of GPPPt

The implementation of GPPPt learning in Cycle  1, and 2 had strengths as

follows : (1) working in group. It made the students familiar each other and

worked together in finishing the assignment. It made the students have
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competence in finding words or ideas fluently. It enabled the students to

communicate their ideas quickly; (2) having independent work. The students had

authority in deciding what kinds of performance they  would perform, what

difficult words the wanted to give, and how they would perform in the oral

practice section; (3) having students-centered class. The students were the subject

of the project, so they did everything in finishing it. The researcher and the

collaborator were only their facilitators who facilitate them with their need; (4)

learning from the environment.  The students learned not only from the teacher

but also from their friends in their groups, from the performance of other groups,

from the internet, and learned from their mistakes, too; (5) motivating. The

students were motivated so much to join the learning process because they had to

do  the project in the form of performing presentation and practicing the oral

practice section. They had to compete one another so the students did not want to

be worse than the other groups. The healthy competition motivated each group to

perform their presentation better than the others.

4) The Weaknesses of GPPPt

The implementation of GPPPt in cycle 1, and 2 had weaknesses as

follows: (1) it is not easy to encourage the students, especially those who are not

interested to study English to involve in this activity; (2) being not responsible.

Working in group made some of the less responsible students do not want to do

the task, they let their friends finish it for them; (3) taking much time. Since the
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students were the subjects of the projects, they had to do everything by

themselves; the researcher helped and facilitated them when needed.

C. Research Findings

Having analyzed the data of this study, I found out several findings to

answer the research  questions. The  data were collected through several sources

as follows:  pre-research observation reports, interview, questionnaires, the  scores

of pre-test and pos-test, photographs, lessons  plans field notes, and speaking

materials.  Besides focusing on answering the research questions as mentioned in

Chapter 1, The section also provides other findings during the implementation of

the Action  Research in this study. Issues which arise from the research questions

are presented in the following sections.

The findings of this study showed that the use of GPPPt in speaking class

could improve the students’ learning motivation. The increase of the students’

learning motivation could be seen from their participation, confidence,

enthusiasm, participation and more attractive speaking class.

The students’ participation in speaking class before and after the study

through GPPPt was very  different. Many students were passive  to answer the

teacher’s  questions  before the application of GPPPt, they  were  noisy to discuss

other  topics  which  were not  related to the academic  discussion.  But, since the

studies apply GPPPt, they were active to pay much attention to the speaking class’

activities. The findings are summarized in Appendix 25 and the check list can be

seen in Appendix 27 below:
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Appendix 25
The Improvement of Research Findings
Situation before the research Cycle 1 Cycle 2
Indicator Criteria Observation and test Observation and test
A. Students’ Speaking Competence Meeting 1 Meeting 2 Meeting 3 Meeting 4 Meeting 1 Meeting 2 Meeting 3
1. The students

cannot make
sentence(s) or
express
ideasfluently.

 22 students
made many
fillers when
they make
sentence(s)
S1: Will you …
er.. .er . . er . .
accompany me ..
to . . . er . . .
library?
(See Appendix
24)

The  improvement
of students’
competence is not
yet reported,
because it will be
seen from the next
meeting and the
result of the post
test of each cycle

There are
many fillers
when they
make
sentence(s)

There are
many fillers
when they
make
sentence(s)

15students still
made many fillers
when they make
sentence(s)
(See Appendix 24)

There are
some fillers
when they
make
sentence(s)

There are
some fillers
when they
make
sentence(s)

Only 5students
still made some
fillers when they
make sentence(s)
(See Appendix 24)

2. The students
cannot use
appropriate
vocabulary

22 students were not
able to use
appropriate
vocabulary
(See Appendix 24)

There are many
inappropriate
vocabularies when
they express the
topic

There are many
inappropriate
vocabularies when
they express the
topic

15students still
used inappropirate
vocabularies when
they express the
topic
(See Appendix 24)

There are some
inappropriate
vocabularies when
they express the
topic

There are some
inappropriate
vocabularies when
they express the
topic

Only 5students
still usedsome
inappropirate
vocabularies when
they make
sentence(s)
(See Appendix 24)

3. The students’
pronunciation
is relatively
not accepted

 35 students  are
not able to
pronounce
vowel ‘ə’ :
allow, they
pronounce it /

/ as in /but/,
/none/, /son/.

 consonant ‘ ’as
in thanks,  they
pronounce it / t
/ as in /tank/

 /tʃ/ : /much/ and
/st / : /must/,

The  improvement
of students’
competence is not
yet reported,
because it will be
seen from the next
meeting and the
result of the post
test of each cycle

 Many students
are not able to
pronounce
-vowel ‘ə’,
-consonant
‘ ,diphthong
‘ei’
-differentiate

/tʃ/ : / and  /st /
correctly

 Many students
are not able to
pronounce
-vowel ‘ə’,
-consonant
‘ ,diphthong
‘ei’
-differentiate

/tʃ/ : / and  /st /
correctly

 25 students are
still not able
to pronounce
-vowel ‘ə’,
-consonant
‘ ,diphthong
‘ei’
-differentiate

/tʃ/ : / and  /st /
correctly.

(See Appendix 24)

 Some students
are not able to
pronounce
-vowel ‘ə’,
-consonant
‘ ,diphthong
‘ei’
-differentiate

/tʃ/ : / and  /st /
correctly

 Some students
are not able to
pronounce
-vowel ‘ə’,
-consonant
‘ ,diphthong
‘ei’
-differentiate

/tʃ/ : / and  /st /
correctly

 13 students are
still not able
to pronounce
-vowel ‘ə’,
-consonant
‘ ,diphthong
‘ei’
-differentiate

/tʃ/ : / and  /st /
correctly.

(See Appendix 24)
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they pronounce
them in the
same way,  i.e.
/mʌst/ : much
as in /must/

 diphthong ‘ei’ :
congratulation,
they pronounce
it
/kənˌgræt.jʊˈlæ.
ʃ ə n/

(See Appendix 24)
4. The students

cannot  make
grammatically
correct
sentence(s)

 35 students are
not  able to use
correct
expressions
based on topic

 A lot of students
use ‘are’ or ‘do’
before modals

 Many studends
are  not able to
use correct and
polite
expression to
accept an offer,
surprise, and
disbeliefs
correctly

The  improvement
of students’
competence is not
yet reported,
because it will be
seen from the next
meeting and the
result of the post
test of each cycle

 Many students
are not able
to:
-use correct

expression to
refuse an
invitation
politely
- use ‘are’ or
‘do’
- use correct
and polite
expression to
an accept an
offer
- express
surprise
- express
disbeliefs
correctly

Many students
are not able to
-use correct
expression to
refuse an
invitation
politely
- use ‘are’ or
‘do’
- use correct
and polite
expression to
an accept an
offer
- express
surprise

- express disbeliefs
correctly

25 students are
not able to
-use correct
expression to
refuse an
invitation
politely
- use ‘are’ or
‘do’ correctly
- use correct
and polite
expression to
an accept an
offer
- express
surprise
- express
disbeliefs
correctly

 Some students
are not able
to:
-use correct

expression to
refuse an
invitation
politely
- use ‘are’ or
‘do’
- use correct
and polite
expression to
an accept an
offer
- express
surprise
correctly

Some students
are not able to
-use correct
expression to
refuse an
invitation
politely
- use ‘are’ or
‘do’
- use correct
and polite
expression to
an accept an
offer correctly

13 students are
not able to
-use correct
expression to
refuse an
invitation
politely
- use ‘are’ or
‘do’ correctly
- use correct
and polite
expression to
an accept an
offer correctly

5 . The students

cannot use
appropriate
words or
concepts for the
knowledge and
experience of a
general audience.

15 students’ are
able to use
appropriate words
or concepts for the
knowledge and
experience of a
general audience.
(See Appendix 24)

The  improvement
of students’
competence is not
yet reported,
because it will be
seen from the next
meeting and the
result of the post
test of each cycle

Many students’
are able to use
appropriate words
or concepts for the
knowledge and
experience of a
general audience.
(See Appendix 24)

A lot of students’
are able to use
appropriate words
or concepts for the
knowledge and
experience of a
general audience.
(See Appendix 24)

32 students are
able to use
appropriate words
or concepts for the
knowledge and
experience of a
general audience.
(See Appendix 24)

Most of the
students’ are able
to use appropriate
words or concepts
for the knowledge
and experience of
a general audience.
(See Appendix 24)

Most of the
students’ are able
to use appropriate
words or concepts
for the knowledge
and experience of
a general audience.
(See Appendix 24)

35 students are
able to use
appropriate words
or concepts for the
knowledge and
experience of a
general audience.
(See Appendix 24)
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6. The students’
speaking
achievement is
below the
minimum
standard of
achievement,
the SKM =
75.00.

The students’ mean
of the pre-test score
is 66.76

From 37 students,
those who got more
than 7.5 were 2
students (5.41%),
those who got the
same benchmark
were 5 students
(13.51%), and those
who got lower than
7.5 were 30 students
(81.08%).
(See Appendix 24)

The  improvement
of students’
competence is not
yet reported,
because it will be
seen from the next
meeting and the
result of the post
test of each cycle

Seen from the
result of
Post-test 1

Seen from the
result of
Post-test 1

The students’
mean of the Post-
test 1 score is
74.05

From 37 students,
those who got
more than 7.5 were
12students
(32.43%), those
who got the same
benchmark were
7students
(18.92%), and
those who got
lower than 7.5
were 18 students
(48.65%).

Seen from the
result of
Post-test 2

Seen from the
result of
Post-test 2

The students’
mean of the Post-
test 2 score is
77.70

From 37 students,
those who got
more than 7.5 were
24students
(64.86%), those
who got the same
benchmark were
6students
(16.22%), and
those who got
lower than 7.5
were 7 students
(18.92%).

Cycle 1 Cycle 2
B. Classroom Situation Observation Observation

Indicator Criteria Meeting 1 Meeting 2 Meeting 3 Meeting 4 Meeting 1 Meeting 2 Meeting 3
1. When the

teacher explains
the materials,
the students
tend to talk with
their desk
mates.

- Some students do
not pay attention
to the materials
presented, but they
talk one another
about their own
problem.

1. Explaining and
modeling

2. Group 7, group
1 and goup 2
performed their
presentation and
demonstrated
the oral practice
section

3. When group 7
started
presentation, all
students kept
paying attention.
One of them
said,’ Ini dia’

4. After the team
closed their

A few students do
not pay attention
to the materials
presented, but they
talk one another
with their desk
mates

Fewer students do
not pay attention
to the materials
presented, but they
talk one another
with their desk
mates

Less than 4
students do not
pay attention to
the materials
presented, but they
talk one another
with their desk
mates

1. Explaining and
modeling

2. Group 3 group
5, group 7,
group 8
performed their
presentation and
demonstrated
the oral practice
section

3. When group 8
started
presentation, all
students kept
paying attention.
One of them
said,’ Great

4. After the team

Almost all of the
studends pay
attention to the
materials
presented

All of the  students
pay attention to
the materials
presented

2. When the
teacher ask
them, the
students do not
answer the
questions.

- Most of the
students do not
answer the
questions given
by the teacher at
once

Some students do
not answer the
questions given by
the teacher at once

Few students do
not answer the
questions given by
the teacher at once

fewer students do
not answer the
questions given by
the teacher at once

Almost all of the
studends join
academic activities

All of the studends
join academic
activities

3. The students - Some of the - Few students - Fewer students Almost all of the All  students
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tend to do non
academic
activities

students do
drawing
something,
some other
students do
scratching and a
few students
play their
cellular phones.

presentation,
spontaneously
they were
warmly
applauded by
their friends
merrily, not
until did I tell
them to.

draw something,
few students do
scratching and
few students
play their cell-
phone

draw something,
few students do
scratching and
few students
play their cell-
phone

closed their
presentation,
spontaneously
they were
warmly
applauded by
their friends
merrily, not
until did I tell
them to.

studends were
attracted to join
academic
activities.

participate in
teaching learning
process actively,
no one draw,
scratch nor play
cell-phones

4. The students do
not use the
available
teaching aids

- They do not use
their
dictionaries.

- They do not use
their grammar
or speaking
books

-A lot of students
do not use their
dictionaries.
-A lot of students
do not use their
grammar or
speaking books.

-Some students do
not use their
dictionaries.
-Some students do
not use their
grammar or
speaking books.

-A few students do
not use their
dictionaries.
-A few students do
not use their
grammar or
speaking books.

-A few students do
not use their
dictionaries.
-A few students do
not use their
grammar or
speaking books.

-Almost all
students use their
dictionaries.
-Almost all
students use their
grammar or
speaking books.
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Appendix 27
Check List of the change and improvement in Cycle 1 and Cycle 2
Indicator Criteria Observation and test
A. Students’ Speaking Competence Cycle 1 Cycle 2

Improved Not improved Improved Not improved
1. The students

cannot make
sentence(s) or
express
ideasfluently.

 22 students
made many
fillers when
they make
sentence(s)
S1: Will you
… er.. .er . .
er . .
accompany
me .. to . . . er
. . . library?
(See
Appendix 24)

√ √

2. The students
cannot use
appropriate
vocabulary

22 students were
not  able to use
appropriate
vocabulary
(See Appendix
24)

√ √

3. The students’
pronunciation
is relatively
not accepted

 35 students
are not able
to pronounce
vowel ‘ə’ :
allow, they
pronounce it
/ / as in
/but/, /none/,
/son/.

 consonant ‘
’as in thanks,
they
pronounce it
/ t / as in
/tank/

 /tʃ/ : /much/
and  /st / :
/must/,  they
pronounce
them in the
same way,
i.e. /mʌst/ :
much as in
/must/

 diphthong ‘ei’
:
congratulatio
n,  they
pronounce it
/kənˌgræt.jʊˈl
æ.ʃ ə n/

(See Appendix
24)

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

4. The students
cannot  make
grammatically
correct
sentence(s)

 35 students
are not  able
to use correct
expressions
based on
topic

 A lot of
students use

√

√

√

√
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‘are’ or ‘do’
before
modals

 Many
studends are
not able to
use correct
and polite
expression to
accept an
offer,
surprise, and
disbeliefs
correctly

√ √

5. The students

cannot use
appropriate
words or
concepts for
the
knowledge
and
experience of
a general
audience.

15 students’ are
able to use
appropriate
words or
concepts for
the knowledge
and experience
of a general
audience.

(See Appendix
24)

√ √

6. The students’
speaking
achievement
is below the
minimum
standard of
achievement,
the SKM =
75.00.

The students’
mean of the pre-
test score is
66.76

From 37 students,
those who got
more than 7.5
were 2 students
(5.41%), those
who got the same
benchmark were
5 students
(13.51%), and
those who got
lower than 7.5
were 30 students
(81.08%).
(See Appendix
24)

√ √

Cycle 1
B. Classroom Situation Observation

Indicator Criteria Cycle 1 Cycle 2
Improved Not improved Improved Not improved

1. When the
teacher
explains the
materials, the
students tend
to talk with
their desk
mates.

- Some students
do not pay
attention to the
materials
presented, but
they talk one
another about
their own
problem.

√ √
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2. When the
teacher ask
them, the
students do
not answer
the  questions.

- Most of the
students do not
answer the
questions
given by the
teacher at once

√ √

3. The students
tend to do non
academic
activities

- Some of the
students do
drawing
something,
some other
students do
scratching and
a few students
play their
cellular
phones.

√ √

4. The students
do not use the
available
teaching aids

- They do not
use their
dictionaries.

- They do not
use their
grammar or
speaking books

√ √
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There were many students who were less active, unconfident and less

enthusiasm, before  the implementation of GPPPt.  But after the study, the

situation was nearly totally changed and improved. Almost Every student was

active, confident and enthusiastic. When I asked them, “Loh, memang ada yang

berubah ya?,  sudah mulai senang belajar bahasa Inggris ?” They said,  Ya, pak !

tidak mau ketinggalan untuk tampil presentasi dengan PowerPoint, pak ! Based on

the fact that teaching speaking class through GPPPt made an enjoyable  situation

to learn. This learning  situation improved the level of students’ motivation.

The students’ enthusiasm was also improved. Before the study, the

students  were  not enthusiastic in learning, but  after the study,  they did not want

the class to end earlier. Then I asked them, “Knapa tidak mau cepat - cepat

meninggalkan seperti biasanya?”  They answered. ”Istirahat  nanti saja pak, lagi

enjoy belajar nih.  The teaching and learning technique through GPPPt which

covered any topics of “refusing an offer, expressing thanks, refusing an invitation,

accepting an offer, accepting an invitation, congratulating, expressing surprise,

compliment and disbelief”,    made the students  enjoy learning. They were

enthusiastic and confident in learning.  When I asked them to demonstrate the oral

practice section of their presentation, they practiced enthusiastically supported by

any equipment needed to illustrate the real situation. Learning speaking through

GPPPt made speaking class more enjoyable. Ladousse (1996: 7), stated that

enjoyment  leads to better learning. Their learning curiosity was better caused by

learning speaking through GPPPt. Setephen N. Elliott et al. (2000: 346) stated

that learning curiosity  influenced the successful learning in the classroom.
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Sound and animations which are presented by PowerPoint attract students’

attention. The sounds and colorful images made the students less attracted to

discuss other topics which were not the academic study.

Based on the  statements  above  the sounds and animations influence  the

students’  learning motivation the facts could be seen that before the study through

GPPPt, the  students  looked bored, but when implementing GPPPt the speaking

class became more alive and attrative. Many of the students suggested:”Pak

bagaimana kalau semua pembelajaran keterampilan  bahasa Inggris mengunakan

GPPPt?” I answered,” Ya, itu ide cerdas yang semestinya diperhtimbangkan”. The

students’  suggestion showed that they had an eagerness to learn, they felt that

learning through GPPPt was challenging. I have a very strong assumption that

GPPPt can be implemented not only to teach speaking class, but also other

language skills.

The finding  of this study  showed  that the use of GPPPt in speaking

class could increase  the students’ speaking competence. The increase of  the

students’ speaking competence could  be seen  from the improvement  of  the

students’  learning achievement,  the improvement  of the students’ motivation in

learning, and the improvement  of the students confidence  in speaking class.

Before the study, I found that the students  had poor  learning

achievements. Their learning achievement could be known from the speaking test

scores of the pre-test of the pre search and of the post-test conducted from Cycle 1

to Cycle 2. The mean of the pre test in the pre research is 66.76. But  after

conducting the study  through GPPPt the students’  achievement  increased,  the
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mean of  the post test score in cycle 1 is 74.05 and the  mean of the post test score

in Cycle 2 is 77.70. The complete data can be seen in appendix 16, the result of

the speaking test.

The learning improvement could be viewed from what the students have

obtained, they have high motivation and involvement of learning.  Before the

study, a lot of the students belonged to slow learners with low learning

achievement.  But after the study they were getting more active.  They were able

to perform the speaking assignment more quickly than before.

Before the study the  students  were afraid of  making  mistakes in

answering teacher’s questions  and to  express their ideas, but  after conducting

the study  they were not  afraid of making  mistakes and were  more confident in

answering any questions.

Students’ speaking competence could be improved through GPPPt because

the PowerPoint itself presented not only sound, images or animation but also

many kinds of  movies, videos and so on. Performing Presentation using

PowerPoint in group can attract the students’ attention. It was stated by Marie

Ernestova (1991: 5)

“… students understand  and retain  the meaning  of a word  better  when
they  have seen some objects associated with it. For this reason,  the
teacher  can expose  to real-life situations, when this  is not possible, the
visual aid  can serve  as a useful substitute. As the images are more vivid
than words, they  are much  easier  to recall than words”.

Based on the  statement  above, the  real objects of learning presented by

GPPPt consisted  sound, animation,  images, and movies  influence the  students’

understanding , because  they are as representatives of the  real life  situations.
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According to me, improving students’ speaking competence and learning

motivation through GPPPt is an attractive work. The learning materials which are

designed in accordance with the topic to improve students’ speaking competence

and learning motivation  must be connected to the learning materials which were

suitable with the standard  competency  and basic competency stated in

curriculum for senior high school. I took “refusing an offer, refusing an

invitation, accepting an offer, accepting an invitation, expressing surprise,

expressing disbelief, congratulating, complimenting, and expressing thanks” as

topics of the study.

The expressions based on the topics were selected and inserted into PPt

slides. As a warming up, I presented any images or animation supporting the

topics. I considered that these jobs were  very challenging.

Before the study, I was not accustomed to teaching through GPPPt. But

after the study, I became  more innovative and creative in implementing GPPPt

to improve the students’ speaking competence and learning  motivation.

The school’s computer laboratory where I teach, is a learning facility,

which provides internet connection in which the students can do browsing and

downloading learning materials needed. However, only few teachers who had an

idea to improve students’ speaking competence and learning motivation through

GPPPt.

D. Discussion and Justification

The action research which implemented GPPPt aiming at improving

students’ speaking competence has yielded some improvements on students’
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English competence in speaking and classroom situation. Based on the result of

the research, I can propose a theory which states that GPPPt can improve

students’ speaking competence. When GPPPt was being implemented in teaching

speaking, it could improve the students’ fluency, vocabulary, pronunciation,

grammar and content. Besides, I can also propose the other theory which states

that implementing GPPPt in speaking class can improve classroom situation.

Viewed from the students’ reaction in speaking class when GPPPt was being

implemented, it indicated that they showed their interest. Moreover, they were

also involved more actively in speaking practice.

1. GPPPt can Improve Students’ Speaking Competence

GPPPt which the researcher implemented could improve the students’

speaking competence. This finding is supported by the result of the research stated

in pre-test and post-test 2, that the students’ mean of scores of each element

improved. The proofs of this action research are as follows:

a. The students’ fluency improved. The mean of the fluency’s score

increased from 2.55 to 2.99.

b. The students’ vocabulary improved. The mean of the vocabulary’s score

increased from 2.55 to 2.99.

c. The students’ pronunciation improved. The mean of the pronunciation’s

score increased from 2.42 to 2.81.

d. The students’ grammar improved. The mean of the grammar’s score

increased from 2.42 to 2.81.
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e. The content improved. It can be seen from the mean of the content’s score

which increased from 3.41 to 3.95.

The students were capable of imitating what they had learnt through

GPPPt. The students’ speaking competence improved because they designed,

presented, and performed the oral practice section of the presentation. Besides,

they also watched and listened to their friends’ presentation as a model. It was

stated by Wallace, Stariha, and Walberg (2004: pp. 12-14) that by doing group

presentation the students will be automatically trained and well prepared to be

involved in collaboration with classmates fosters communicative competence.

Small groups working together within a class can help students communicate

meaningful ideas to each other. Working together in twos, threes or larger groups

can facilitate more frequent and insightful communications. Through presentation

students can adapt their speech to specific situations. It is also supported by Fisher

(2003: p. 4) who states that PowerPoint is a type of presentation software that

allows one to show colored text and images with simple animation and sound is

great for reviewing ideas which have already been taught. Not only do students

find this interesting, but it is also a good way to check and see if they have

mastered a concept. Animation showing certain expression will help the

students a lot to produce words or sentences. Any kinds of animations are

very attractive to review and practice speaking. Furthermore, Simpson (2009:

1) states that PPt is an incredibly popular piece of software, mainly because it

comes with Microsoft packages. PPt presentations can be used in many ways in

ELT. For example, presentations can be used for presenting language structures,
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for practice and drilling, or for reviews. It can be used to teach new structures to

students. PPt presentations lead themselves to practice and drilling. PPt

presentations are great for reviewing ideas which have already been taught.

Students’ speaking competence could be improved through GPPPt because the

PowerPoint itself presented not only sound, images or animation but also many

kinds of movies, videos and so on. It may be said that GPPPt is an appropriate

technique to demonstrate native speakers’ natural fluent communication and their

natural behavior in the process of communication.

2. Implementing GPPPt can Improve Classroom Situation

The second theory being proposed says that implementing GPPPt in

teaching activities can improve classroom situation. GPPPt emphasize students’

active learning. The students can do many activities in implementing GPPPt, such

as (1) The class activities have been more and more active because willy-nilly, the

students have to prepare their turn and position as well as possible before doing

GPPPt. (2) The students’ motivation has increased. It can be seen from their

striving to perform the presentation and its practice section as well as possible. (3)

The students’ interaction has also enhanced. Those who used to be shy,

unconfident and afraid of making mistakes began to have courage to ask and

respond someone else’s questions and statements as well. (4) The cooperation

among the students seemed to be more tightly than before because they often

discuss together to prepare their turn and post. In short, students are actively

involved in teaching and learning process.

GPPPt can improve classroom situation. It can be seen as follows:
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a) The students keep paying attention to the learning activities

b) During speaking class, most of the students answer either the presenters’ or

teacher’s questions quickly

c) The students do academic activities actively

d) During speaking class, most of the students are motivated to use the available

teaching aids.

The students’ enthusiasm was also improved.  Before the study, the

students were not enthusiastic in learning, but after the study, they did not want

the class to end earlier. The teaching and learning technique through GPPPt which

covered any topics made the students enjoy learning. They were enthusiastic and

confident in learning. Learning speaking through GPPPt made speaking class

more enjoyable. Ladousse (1996: 7), stated that enjoyment leads to better

learning. Their learning curiosity was better caused by  learning speaking through

GPPPt. Setephen N. Elliott et al. (2000: 346) states  that learning curiosity

influenced the successful learning in the classroom.

Sound and animations which are presented by PowerPoint attract students’

attention. The sounds and colorful images made the students less attracted to

discuss other topics which were not the academic study. They influence  the

students’  learning motivation, the facts could be seen that before the study

through GPPPt, the  students  looked bored, but  when implementing GPPPt  the

speaking class became more alive and attractive. That is why it is justified taking

GPPPt as one of alternative techniques which is appropriate in teaching speaking.

It is proven by the result of the students’ mean of score of the test.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION, IMPLICAT10N AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

Although at the beginning, the learners felt doubtful and less confident,

however, after conducting the research of teaching English speaking at senior high

school through the implementation of ‘GPPPt’, the result shows that it can

improve the English speaking competence of the students of grade X-C at in SMA

Negeri I Ngawi. It can be seen from their participation not only in paying attention

to the class’ teaching learning process but also interacting to the presented

materials by the teacher and the presenting group as well when, they joined the

class. They have become more active and excited to join it. Besides, when the

teacher evaluates them through the test, the result is satisfying enough. The mean

of score from pretest and from cycle one to the following cycle always shows

better progress. It means that teaching English by implementing ‘GPPPt’ gives

essential contribution to improve the students’ speaking competence.

Based on the result of the research above, I conclude these following

important points:

1. The use of ‘GPPPt’ teaching technique improved the English speaking

competence of the students of grade X-C in SMA Negeri I Ngawi..

2. The improvement is quite noticeable. It was reflected from the students’

attitudes inside the class during the English teaching learning process. They

become more active and encouraged to join and pay attention to the 1esson.
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Besides, they are more active, excited and responsive to the presented and

practiced materials.

3. Although the technique brings the positive progress, however there are still

few problems in applying this technique. Firstly, for the slow learners, they

tend to only keep using the supplied word(s) or sentence(s) rather than

produce their own. Secondly, for the slow learners, it needs time and patience

and also appropriate approach to lead and support their better study because

they are usually too unconfident to present and practice, so that they can

adjust to the other students (fast learners). The last, the class will be a little

noisy or chaotic in the classroom if the teacher can’t manage them well. But it

can make the students excited to learn.

4. Language teaching can be an interesting challenge when teachers make the

efforts to explore a variety of approaches. GPPPt is one of many teaching

techniques available for exploitation.

B. Implication

The research finding of this study implies that ‘GPPPt’ is very

advantageous for the students and they should implement it as one of the

techniques to improve their speaking competence due to the fact that ‘GPPPt’ can

effectively improve the students’ capability in: (1) making sentence(s) fluently;

(2) using appropriate vocabulary; (3) pronouncing the word(s) relatively accepted;

(4) using correct grammar to make sentence(s); and (5) using appropriate words or

concepts for the knowledge and experience of a general audience.
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C. Suggestion

Realizing that GPPPt is very advantageous to improve the students’

English speaking, I would like to propose some suggestions for English teachers,

students, and other researchers. The suggestions are as follows;

1. For English Teachers

Firstly, before conducting English teaching learning process especially to

the senior high school students, the teachers should learn how to enhance their

ability in teaching and establish a comfortable atmosphere in the class, so that the

students feel enjoyable with their English class. They should be creative and

innovative in strategy. They should design the plan well in accordance with the

students’ problem, by the hope that the maximal result can be achieved.

Secondly, the teacher should consider that ‘GPPPt” is only one among the

techniques to improve the students’ speaking competence in English. So the

teachers should measure the students’ capability in using the language

communicatively in their daily activities.

Thirdly, the teachers should facilitate the students to practice speaking.

One of them is by implementing ‘GPPPt’ which is highly likely to be

implemented at school.

2. For the students

Studying English as a foreign language is not something difficult if the

students have high motivation to learn it. They can study English not only in the
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class but also elsewhere, such as by watching English Cartoon films, English film,

English debate competition and so on, therefore the students should always be

active in learning English either inside or outside the school.

3. For other Researcher

I am aware that ‘‘GPPPt’ is one only of the interesting techniques that can

be implemented in the classroom to improve their speaking competence. It is not

an everlasting research. I believe in this study some lacks were found. I hope that

the other researcher can overcome the lacks which can be possibly found in this

study.

It is also expected so much that the finding of this study will be used as a

starting point of the future research on similar problems. There are many other

teaching techniques of English teaching that can be taken as object of research

studies to find out the effectiveness of the teaching.
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